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Hello Curva Readers,

It’s Spring and I’m so happy that we are moving towards better weather.
As we all know the sunshine brings smiles to everyone’s face. It’s that time
where our wardrobes get a spring clean and we pack away our statement
winter jackets. With that being said with the busy working schedules and
the day to day pressures we all go through we can all experience different
levels of stress and anxiety so Maya’s ‘Beating the Blues’ feature is the
perfect read for tips on helping keeping those things in check.
This issue has been a challenging one for the Curva team however its also
been a very inspirational one. We have an issue packed with inspirational
ladies who have all broken boundaries and inspired so many women
all over the world. I have been so excited for this release as we had the
pleasure of working with Isis King Curva’s first transgender cover girl! Isis
is known for being on Tyra Banks hit show ‘A merica’s Next Top Model’ and
from then on Isis has continued breaking down those barriers one by one!
Isis is truly an inspiration to others!
Women Empowerment is something I am personally passionate about so
having the opportunity to feature all these badass ladies doing their thing
was such a great honour. Check out our interviews with Nadia Aboulhosn,
Mel Wells and many more. This is such an amazing time for us ladies with
so many changes happening in the industry and its all because of women
not taking ‘no’ for an answer anymore. #TheFemaleIsFuture
We have so much exciting things happening so stayed tuned and don’t
forget all feedback is welcomed.

Leanna xx

Leanna Loves
Maxi Dress, Alesha Dixon at Little Black
Dress, £130, Bag, United Colors of Benetton, £59.95, Platform Heels, Alexander McQueen, £695
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Zara Larsson x H&M
H&M have partnered with Swedish Singer Zara
Larsson on an exclusive capsule collection.
The collection consists of streetwear and
glamorous stagewear reflecting her personal
style.
“I’m so happy to be working with H&M on this
collaboration. I’ve always loved the brand,
they’re fun and accessible to all kinds of girls
which are key elements for me, plus the team
is so fun to work with! I can’t wait to share what
we’ve been working on with you!” Zara Larsson

The collection will be available in stores
and online from May 18.

THE GOOD AMERICAN

PrettyLittleThing

Good American is definitely a brand that Curva salutes! We are
massive fans of women empowerment companies and Good
American is most definitely up there in that category! We are super
excited to know that they are now available in the UK exclusively in
Selfridges. It’s certainly an exciting time for all the denim lovers out
there no matter your shape, size and ethnicity.

PrettyLittleThing have teamed up with
Instagram influencer Stassie aka Anastasia
Karanikolaou as the new face of PLT Shape.
The collection is available online in sizes 8-20.
For more on the range visit the website.

www.prettylittlething.com

We can’t wait to see what else this brand has in store for women all
over the world. For more information visit their website.

www.goodamerican.com
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ISIS
KING
When Isis King shot to fame after
America’s Next Top Model, her
defining image and redefining
message grabbed the total
attention of the American
media and the trans community
of the world. With multiple
appearances on The Tyra Banks
Show, Larry King Live, The Bold
and the Beautiful, and a second
appearance on ANTM, Isis began
her role as the role model for
aspiring trans models across the
globe. Soon, Isis evolved from “Isis
from Top Model”, to “Isis the Top
Model”, and continued to pave the
way for the community, landing a
gig with American Apparel, and
being the first trans model to do so.

W

ith diversity being Curva’s main
passion, we chat to Isis about
her journey as a trans model, her
uproot to LA and her advice for aspiring
trans models looking to change the close
minded areas of the fashion industry.
How has your life changed since ANTM?
Top model happened originally when I
was 22 so just about a decade later now
and I can’t say show it’s different because
my entire adult life I have been “Isis from
Top Model” that is all I know at this point
haha. One thing for sure that is sometimes
a misconception, life after Top Model has
not been a silver spoon. I’m still hitting the
pavement hoping for that big opportunity,
all while starting positive and humble along
the way.

Teal tribal dress with
bell sleeves, OTT, Wire
Choker Set, Torso Vintages

Do you think you made the right decision
moving to LA?
I know I made the right decision, but my
transition to L.A. from N.Y. has been way
more difficult then expected. I’m a very
optimistic person though and have started
to build a team around me starting with my
new manager Britani with Punk Hammer >>
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Photographer: Samantha Wolov
Stylist: Chanel Fu
Make Up Artist: Karl Pua
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Entertainment. I look forward to what L.A. has in store for
me when the dust finally settles.
What advice would you give to other transgender people
wanting to come out and break into the modeling industry?
The industry is just now opening up to openly trans model,
honestly it’s a really tough market because I still feel like
there is a lack of support in being a token in a fashion
show. This is an industry that pays in credit, photos, and
sometimes clothes...haha it’s tough. I would tell a trans
model to stay focused, driven, but also aware that it’s alot
of smoke and mirrors involved as well.
What is your mantra for being body confident?
I believe that when your confident in yourself nothing else
matters. Be bold, be beautiful....feel it, own it. If you own
your body no one can say anything. Life is short, dress the
way you feel, look the way you want to!
Who is your favorite designer?
My favorite designer is Donatella
Versace for as long as I can
remember. Her esthetic is just so
vibrant, sexy, and strong. I love to
feel all of those things and she
never disappoints!

I feel like labels
add shock value.
Labels might
disappear one day,
but I doubt that
happens in my
life time

Social media is a platform
where people voice their
opinions. Has that had any
adverse effect on your
confidence?
I’m 31, people don’t effect
my confidence at this point
haha. My career started
at the beginning of cyber
bullying so I got it bad for a
while, but when you look at
yourself wholeheartedly, and
accept yourself....that is the
changing point of owning your
confidence. People hiding behind
a computer screen can’t take that
from me.
Do you think society will ever see a model
as a model and lose labels? Or do you feel
labels are needed?
I feel like labels add shock value. Labels might disappear
one day, but I doubt that happens in my life time. The shock
is what drives attention, attention turns into business.
What is the no1 brand you’d love to walk for at NYFW?
I honestly just want to work. A brand that is going to book
me because no matter what wear or who I’m walking for,
I’m always going to deliver with 110%.

Pleated Neon yellow Cape
Dress - OTT, Emerald Clip on
Cuff, Torso Vintages, Solar Hoop
Mismatched Earrings, Mounser
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I read an article on the Independent website that novelist
Fay Weldon suggested some transgender women choose to
transition for “frivolous” reasons such as fashion or clothes.
She made the comments while promoting her new novel.
What’s your views on this?
The article was honestly a complete joke. Oh yes because
being a woman is all about clothes and fashion yes, yes we >>
CURVA | 15

get it! She is obviously out of the loop and set
in her way of thinking which is sad. Feminism
is all about empowering women, all kinds of
women. Stop focusing on trying to determine
who you don’t think should belong, and focus on
the real issues. P.s....no person wants to transition
and purposely deal with a wage gap lady!

I feel like labels
add shock value.
Labels might
disappear one day,
but I doubt that
happens in my
life time

I recently watched your video with Buzzfeed ‘Women Model
with Their Worst Fear’ It was amazing and inspiring to watch?
What’s your biggest fear?
I don’t really have fears of creatures like in the video, I pretty much
touched all of them haha...I’m sure if there was a spider in my house, or a
snake slithering beside me hiking I would feel a lot different though haha.
What is your 5-year goal?
My 5 year goal is forgetting what it means to struggle haha, when you
follow your dreams that it’s the gamble you take and I know that. In 5
years I just want to be happy, healthy, stable and blessed....with those 4
things I have faith everything else will fall into place.
Any exclusives you can tell us about?
-I just started filming a new webseries with my friends Arisce Wanzer (of
Strut) and Director Brandon Smithson. It’s loosely based on the dating
experiences that Arisce and I have as trans women. It’s going to be epic
and will be out sometime this summer!
Isis’ story is something of true courage, determination and passion. Her
absolute will and power to change the minds of the closed minded and
walk straight past the negativity is what we love at Curva, and we hope
it continues and builds its way to the top; creating a strong platform for
aspiring trans models, enabling them to live their dreams as role models,
just like Isis. •
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This Page
Dress, Masaki Matsuka
Strap Heels, Becki Coackley
XL Multi Hoop Earrings - Jennifer Fisher
Opposite Page
White Body Suit, L’atiste
Tortoise Shell Spherical Earrings, Torso Vintages
Gold Tone Faux Pearl Earrings, Simone Rocha
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Kendall Miles, a Chicago native, has broken the barriers in luxury
Italian-made shoeswith fascinating designs. She gives us an insight of what it’s
like to be an owner of herscintillating array of fashion forward shoes.
Written By Katrina Rozeville, Photographer Mark Feaster
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Being a young, African American woman,
recent grad from USC, what inspired your
career as a shoe designer?

Has it been hard to break in the luxury shoe
industry being young? What conflicts have
you faced?

From a very young age I loved shoes—shoes
that had sculptural silhouettes and were made
of sumptuous leather with handsome, skillfully
wrought hardware. I constantly found myself
in my mother’s closet in awe of her personal
collection, but it wasn’t untilmy sophomore
year of college that I turned that passion into
an idea for a career. I was going through a
breakup with my then boyfriend and turned to
sketching shoes as a wayto channel my energy.
Once I had developed what I thought could be
considered a collection, I showed my mom and
asked her to help me start a business.

Breaking into any industry, especially being
young, can be tough. You have to have a thick
skin and not take every rejection to heart. I’m
constantly trying to educate myself and hone
my skills so I can continue to innovate. I was
fortunate enough to grow up in a family of
entrepreneurs and learned so much watching
my parents strive for success. Each day I take
a piece of the knowledge they passed down
to me and use it grow both personally and
professionally.
>>
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“Go after what you love and surround yourself with
a supportive network of people.”

Can you describe your F/W ‘16 collection and your
S/S ‘17 inspiration?

The Fall Winter 16 collection was created for a
personal desire for individualism; a fascination
with the vintage designs of Manolo Blahnik; and a
selection of shoes I found vintage Parisian stores
made in 1940s and 1950s. On my first buying trip to
Milan, I attended Lineapelle and was delighted with
the variety of materials to customize the shoes in
my debut collection.
For the Spring Summer 17 collection, I was inspired
by Egyptian culture. I wanted to translate it into my
designs by embellishing the shoes with authentic
stones and crystals. Semi-precious stones were
believed in that time to enhance creativity, increase
intellect, and provide protection. The lean lines and
sophisticated hues are the perfect mix of power
and romanticism, lending any woman a timelessly
elegant look.
How has attending Ars Suttoria in Milan improved
your shoe design and construction?

While at Ars Suttoria, I had intensive training in
all technical aspects of shoe development, from
design to construction and pattern making. The
training also helped me refine my skills in technical
shoe sketching.
Can you tell me a little about your manufacturing
process?

After you draw out your designs, where does it go
from there? After I finalize my sketches, they go to my
agent in Italy who will translate the details into Italian
for the manufacturer to create the first prototypes.
I will then fly to Italy and have a fitting with a model
so I see how the shoes look on a foot for the first
time. Adjustments and refinements are made then
the designs will have a second prototype before
samples are put into production.

What struggles as a new designer have you
ran into? And how have you conquered those
conflicts?

Real estate within department stores and
boutiques is now harder than ever to secure.
We’ve been lucky enough to secure a partnership
with Chicago’s exclusive ikram boutique, but our
other sales are primarily made through pop-up
shops and trunk shows.
You mentioned Salvatore Ferragamo, Roger Vivier
and Manolo Blahnik as shoe designers you look up
to. What is it about them that is inspiring besides
their big name in luxury fashion?

I love all the brands’ classic, elegant and timeless
style. Their designs have not been trend driven
and they produce collections that have, and will
continue to stand the test of time. To me, this is the
biggest achievement that a brand could aspire.
What do you want the future to hold for Kendall
Miles Designs? Where do you see yourself in the
next 5, 10 years?

Most immediately I want to build relationships
with more retailers and fashion influencers. I hope
to see my designs grace red carpets for years
to come. My long term goal is to be known as a
leading luxury women’s footwear line and myself
act as a role model for young entrepreneurs and
aspiring designers.
What advice do you live by? And what advice can
you give to aspiring, up and coming designers?

Go after what you love and surround yourself
with a supportive network of people. I’ve learned
that it actually takes more strength to need a
team because it can’t get done alone. It’s also
important for young entrepreneurs to focus
energy on things they can build instead of things
that are out of their control. •

www.kendallmilesdesigns.com
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DENIM
DREAMS

Editor in Chief: Leanna Grant,
Photographer: Margarita Lievano,
Head Stylist: Aisha Paparella,
Hair Stylist: Nicole Christina Iroh,

Assistant Hair Stylist: Antoniostyling,
Make up Artist Martyna Parzniewska,
Models: Jeri Ali Thompson, First Model Management
& Jada Sezer, Models 1
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ABOVE
Embellished Denim Gilet: Navabi
Distressed Jeans: Forever 21
White T-Shirt: H&M
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RIGHT
Denim Shirt with Mesh: Topshop
Distressed Jeans: GOOD AMERICAN
Silver Embellished Heels: ASOS
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LEFT
Light Wash Chains Back Denim Jacket:
PrettyLittleThing
White T-Shirt: H&M
Grey Prom Skirt with Tiers: ASOS
Denim Mini Skirt: River Island
Black Embellished Heeled Sandals: ASOS
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ABOVE
Relaxed Mom Jeans & Jacket with
Distressed Bows: Glamorous
Miami Metallic Crossback Body: Boohoo
Faux Fur Embellished Mule: ASOS
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Distressed Denim Jacket: PrettyLittleThing
Denim One Piece Body: House of CB
Distressed Denim Mini: River Island
Navy Prom Skirt with Tier: ASOS
Slogan Glitter Heeled Sandals: ASOS
Embellished Denim Gilet: Navabi
Distressed Jeans: Forever 21
White T-Shirt: H&M
Wedged Heels: River Island

THE LOOK
1. Gingham Frill Sleeve Blouse, V By Very, £25, 2. Checked Shirt,
Studio by Preen at Debenhams, £50, 3. Jeans, GOOD AMERICAN at
Selfridges, $189, 4. Ripped Skinny Jeans, Miss Selfridge, £40,
5. Wedge Shoe, Bimba Y Lola, £140, 6. Checked Sandals,
River Island, £45, 7. Checked Crop Top, ASOS
Main Image: River Island
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Essie Dennis

And Battling Body Image
British model and blogger Essie Dennis, certainly knows a thing or two about battling
body image. From being diagnosed with Bulimia Nervosa and Fibromyalgia at the age
of 12, to entering the world of modelling at 13, Essie struggled for many years to accept
how she looked until starting University. Since challenging her demons and learning
to love the body she’s in, Essie has gone on to become an ambassador for The Body
Confidence Revolution and a champion for encouraging young people through social
media and her blog to love themselves - no matter what shape or size they are.
What was the moment that pushed you to start blogging?

It came naturally from my presence on Instagram. I started
to get messages from women who were asking a range of
questions and often very similar ones. They would ask for
fashion posts sometimes or more often eating disorder recovery advice. So I thought I should start writing blog posts
because it would give me a good platform to address
overarching issues I was being asked about.
What do you enjoy talking about the most in your blog?

I enjoy writing different blog posts but mostly I just love to be
really honest with people, especially about body and eating issues. They plagued me for so long and I think because
of that, I am most passionate about addressing them. I like
to think my blog is a positive space where people can see
who I really am and hopefully find comfort in what I post.
What type of posts do you see the most engagement/
feedback from readers?

Normally I see engagement when I tell people stories about
my own struggles. I like to tell everyone what I once struggled with and then remind them that they can overcome
whatever self-image battles they’re faced with. On social
media, it’s very easy to find accounts that don’t really seem
to connect with their followers and only show their highlights. I like to show people that I’m a human being who has
ups and downs - it’s something we can all bond over.
In your bio, you said that you told your teacher in your
last year of A Levels that you are ‘going to change the
world’ - how much of a difference do you feel like
you’ve made so far?

I think I’m slowly but surely helping people when it comes
to body image and eating disorder recovery. It started
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to dawn on me when people I know personally told me I
helped them. I’m often overjoyed when someone I know
will tell me my post means something to them - it suddenly
seems real and tangible. I’m always shocked and humbled
when people take the time to message me, as there are
some days where you wonder if you are making a difference. Body positivity is a lovely movement to be involved in
because you can connect with so many people.
What is your take on how the media portray curvy
women? Do you think they use the right term?

I think we still have a long way to go. Curvy models are still
put into very specific height and shape categories, and
many plus size models are not plus size. Curvy and plus
size should not be used synonymously because you can be
curvy and not plus size (like myself). The categorisation of
models seems very skewed to me and I hope we can strive
towards a culture where models are not given such strict
limits. I know so many models whose mental health has suffered due to this and it’s unacceptable. Every woman has to
buy clothes so it only makes sense to use women ranging
in shape and size.
Do you think the media still shame women for being a bit
bigger, for example, the recent comments made about
Lady Gaga’s stomach at the Super Bowl half time show?

100%. I think women are shamed for looking human.
Lady Gaga has a thin, fit physique and somehow she was
shamed for just having a body with fat and skin on it. I find it
absurd that people body shame others. Regardless of what
you look like or how healthy you are, you deserve respect
because you’re a human being. You have every right to be
in a public space regardless of what you look like. I’ve had
comments online telling me I’m both obese and thin. There’s
no way to please everyone so I’ve resolved that we should
all simply accept our bodies and do as we please.
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of the signs and symptoms of an eating
disorder. We need to undo the stigma
that if you have an eating disorder, you
are emaciated. Eating disorders are a
mental illness and can be hidden well
and with a proper understanding of how
they affect people, hopefully we can
combat them.
What tips would you give to anyone who
has struggled with similar battles to you?

When it comes to eating disorders I
want people to know it is possible to
recover. You do not have to live with
it for the rest of your life and whatever
disorder you are struggling with there is
a light at the end of the tunnel. In terms
of body confidence, I would say next
time you say something negative about
your body, ask yourself if you’d say it to
your friend. If you wouldn’t, then don’t
say it to yourself either - you deserve
the respect you give others.
And lastly, what does body confidence/
loving your body means to you? What
can be done to make sure you do?

Do you think there are enough women of
different shapes in mainstream media/
magazines? If not, what do you think
needs to be done to change this?

No there isn’t but there has been a shift lately.
I have noticed that some brands have been
starting to use bigger models. Unfortunately,
there is still a culture of “thinness” in Hollywood
and fashion. We need major fashion brands to
start casting a diverse group of models, we need
Hollywood to stop forcing women to lose weight
for big roles, and we need all high street brands
to stock clothing in a wider range of sizes.
With your experience of eating disorders, do
you think enough is being done to help others?

Eating disorders in young people are an
epidemic and we all need more information on
how to combat them, particularly with children.
I was aware of what it meant to be fat at the
age of eight and the negative connotations. If
you go onto the BEAT website, they’ve reported
children as young as six suffering from an eating
disorder. The effects of eating disorders can be
deadly, not only to the person suffering but those
around them and we need families to have
the support and information to hand in order
to understand what their loved one is going
through. Schools also need to be more aware
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For me it represents overcoming my
eating disorder. It also means my life
has opened up in many ways because I
no longer obsess over how big my bum
looks in those jeans or get upset when I
see perfectly photoshopped Victoria’s Secret
models. I always make sure my social media
is “bopo” friendly and tell my followers to stop
following accounts that make them feel bad
about themselves and start following ones
that boost their confidence and happiness.
Making your social media positive can affect
your whole outlook on your body and life.
After all, it’s the first thing many of us look at
in the morning and should make sure our first
thoughts are positive ones.
Though there is still a lot of work to do in schools
and within the NHS on how they handle eating
disorders, movements like The Body Confidence
Revolution founded by Leyah Shanks, is a start in
making sure positive body image is promoted to
help those suffering from the illness.
With ambassadors like Essie shedding the light
on how you can overcome eating disorders
and encouraging more young people to love
their body, we can only hope that there will
be less cases of self-hate over the years –
despite what the mainstream media and the
fashion world display.

To follow Essie on her body-love crusade,
check her out on Instagram, Twitter and at
www.iamessie.co.uk.

1. Dress, Mango, £69.99, 2. Foral-Print Silk Chiffon Maxi Dress, MSGM at Net-A-Porter, £1080,
3. Sunglasses, Miu Miu at The Sunglasses Shop, £201, 4. Floral Blouse, Giambattista Valli at Net-A-Porter, £880,
5. Sunglasses, Miu Miu at The Sunglasses Shop, £261, 6. Patchwork Gathered Skirt, JW Anderson, £295, 7. Metal Leather Brogues,
Prada at Net-A-Porter, £705, 8. Party Collection Bag, Bimba Y Lola, £80, 9. Bag, JW Anderson, £975, 10. Leather Mules. Tory
Burch at Net-A-Porter, £290, 11. Platform Sandals, See By Chloe, £290, 12. Embellished Mules, Miss Selfridge, £59
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Body love is not always
something that comes easy. It
can be hard to love oneself with
the constant bombardment of
diet product advertisements,
overly photoshopped models,
and the lack of diversity across
our medias. Consumers and
viewers are used to one thing;
the thin ideal. The idea of
thinness leads to beauty and
success. But here at Curva,
we know that beauty and
success is within every single
body out there. We know that
beauty is not size specific, nor
exclusive to one body type.

LOVE YOUR BODY
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE WITH
NANCY RAMIREZ

S

upporting and promoting body love and
diversity is something that comes natural
to Curva, it is our ethos, our mind set and
our passion and we want to inspire you
to fall in love with yourself.
We chatted to plus model and all round free
spirit Nancy Ramirez. The LA based beauty
has inspired us with her effortlessly gorgeous
style and outstanding body love that shines
through in every shot. Nancy talked to us about
confidence hasn’t always been so easy, her
favourite things about her body, and how she
fell in love with herself unconditionally.

Nothing compares to the feeling of being a woman
feeling completely comfortable in her skin and confident
no matter what society may think.
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WE ARE PROMOTING BODY LOVE AND TRYING TO
INSPIRE OUR READERS TO CELEBRATE THEMSELVES
AND FALL IN LOVE WITH THEIR BODIES. WHAT IS
YOUR FAVOURITE PART OF YOUR BODY?
“The most things I love about my body are my
legs. I’ve always felt I had short legs for my body,
especially in photos, until recently… now I love them!”
YOU ARE ONE OF THE MOST DIVERSE AND UNIQUE
“PLUS” MODELS THAT WE AT CURVA LOVE TO
FOLLOW. HOW DID YOU FIND YOUR UNIQUE
FASHION STYLE AND PRESENCE?
“My fashion style comes from many different
inspirations. It’s like playing dress up. I wouldn’t
categorize myself as having one style; I think
that comes with being a model and being
able to turn into the character that a designer
creates in their mind and mastering it because
you yourself appreciate diversity in fashion.”
You describe yourself as Nicaraguan, Native
American and Mexican. How do you incorporate
these into your style?
“I’m always trying to incorporate my
background into my style whenever I can.
Having a mother from Nicaragua was a huge
influence on me. The woman on my mother’s
side of the family represent strength, style, and
a sense of fierceness with allot of pride. Having
pride in being Nicaraguan growing up definitely
leaks into my style and fashion. Whatever I wear
I walk with pride and confidence and I think that
shows. Now on my father’s side, although he has
never been in my life or had any type of influence
on me, I am very aware of my background. He is
Mexican and Native American. Being Mexican,
there was always an influence especially here
in Los Angeles California, where the city is filled
with Mexicans. The style and bright colours are
like a blanket over the city. There isn’t a colour
that I am afraid of wearing when it comes to
my style and fashion. Now, native side of my
father was a little harder to incorporate in my
sense of style because of not having a strong
influence, but I do love feathers, nature colours
and clothing that are inspired by the Native
American culture.”
Who would be your Nicaraguan, Native American
and Mexican inspirations?
“My Nicaraguan inspiration would be my mother
and my grandmother; both are very strong and
passionate people. My Mexican inspiration
may sound silly but I would have to say Selena
Quintanilla. Growing up, her influence was a big
deal to Mexican little girls and grown woman.”
Who inspired you to become a plus model
and why?
“As far as becoming a plus model, it all sort
of happened naturally. I was always told that
I had potential but needed to lose weight, but
when it came to wanting to push harder in this
industry is when I watched America’s Next Top
Model and there was the first plus model on the
show, Toccara Jones. She wore confidence so
beautifully and she definitely was an inspiration
to continue my journey in being a plus model. “
How would you describe your style?
“My style is sexy, fun, free, adventurous, risk
taking, edgy, fierce, and diverse.”
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We love your confidence and sheer ease in front
of the camera. Has this always been the case?
“No, it hasn’t always been this way. Growing up
chubby I never really liked the way I looked in
photos until I became a young woman and
learned how to love my body and curves. So
having confidence and knowing your angles in
front of the camera is what it really takes.”
What is your favourite kind of shoot?
“I love showing off my body, especially since
it took a while to even except myself and
stop comparing myself to everyone else’s
standards. I feel the most free when I’m showing
skin and tt took a long time to get here so now
there’s no turning back! Nothing compares to
the feeling of being a woman feeling completely
comfortable in her skin and confident no matter
what society may think. It’s a feeling of being
able to do anything. Those are my favourite
type of shoots.”

The woman on my mother’s side
of the family represent strength,
style, and a sense of fierceness
with allot of pride.

What has been your best modelling experience?
“It would have to be walking and being one of
the first plus models during LA fashion week,
modelling for Mintswim, and the best has yet
to come!”
What would you most like to achieve in the curve
fashion industry?
“I will make covers of major magazines, walk for
major designers in NYFW, and build an empire
with my own business. I will eventually have my
own line that reflects who I am in the curve
industry and remain diverse...”
Simple, easy and sexy, we love Nancy and her
dedication to herself. Nancy shows us that
although you may not always love your body,
there will be a time where you will fall in love with
yourself, once you forget the unrealistic standards,
and embrace yourself for who you are, and what
makes you unique, diverse and beautiful.
Instagram: @Nancyrmodel
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Queen of Confidence
Seven years ago, blogger Nadia Aboulhosn was
blogging her way through her favourite outfits that
suited her, then, not well known curves. Fast forward
seven years, and unless you have been living under a
rock, pretty much everyone has come across Nadia’s
phenomenal figure and mean poses across the
internet. Known for her effortless and badass outfits,
and incredibly real and refreshing personality, Nadia
has become a household name, not just in the fashion
world, but blogging, and design world, too.

By Lydia Kent &
Tajha Myer

W

e pick the brains of one of the world’s best
loved curve models about her journey towards
becoming such a popular model, her massive
collabs, and her very own collection which is smashing
the curve world as we speak.
Our Love Your Body issue is all about celebrating yourself and loving the
skin you’re in. How do you celebrate your body?
“I celebrate my body by being unapologetically myself
and wear what I want to where I want. I celebrate it also
by taking care of it. Make sure I get the right nutrients
to feel good physically. Being mentally and physically
strong is important.”
Do you ever find it hard to keep up the body positivity vibe?
“There are some days, just like everyone else where I don’t
feel like myself but if I don’t like something, I try to change
it. I also surround myself with good people who uplift me
and also focus on the positive things about myself.”
We love how your confidence shines throughout every shoot you do. Has
confidence always been a natural trait for you?
“For the most part confidence has always been natural
for me. My parents always instilled in my mind that what
I think about myself matters most.”
You have modelled lingerie and sexy bodysuits, to gym and lounge wear,
but what is your favourite clothing to model?
“My favourite clothing to model would have to be an
oversized dress with a pair of thigh highs. They’re
my favourite.”

You inspire so many people to show off their curves and flaunt their
beauty. Who inspired you to start modelling?
“I don’t really think a person in particular inspired me to
start modelling and working hard to this entire fashion
career thing. I think it was more my circumstances. I
knew I wanted to eventually be a designer and get my
foot in the fashion industry and modelling and blogging
came in to the picture so I ran with it.”
There have been debates in the past whether or not “plus size” modelling
and celebration is healthy. What is your take on “healthy” modelling?
“I think weight doesn’t determine someone’s health.
People on the internet love playing doctor but I think
every individual is different and you never know what
someone else is going through so it’s best to keep your
negative comments to yourself. Mental health is such
an important role, just as much as physical. I think you
need to think positive about yourself no matter what
journey you’re on. I think it’s healthy to have people in
main stream media of all sizes so more people can
relate to them and feel like less of an outcast.”
How does it feel to have tens of thousands of women and girls looking up
to you as a role model? Does it ever faze you?
“I’m honoured to have so many girls look up to me. I
sometimes don’t really have a grasp on it because it’s
through the internet and it doesn’t really feel like real life
but if I can make one girl feel good about herself, then
I’ve done my job.”

>>
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Where would you like to see the curve fashion industry go?
“I’d like to see the curve industry become more
main stream media, especially on TV, in movies,
and with higher end designers.”
What boundaries do you want to see smashed for the curve industry?
“Boundaries I want to see broken in the industry
in probably the clothing option separation. I
want there to be more clothes for women of all
sizes to choose from.”
What is a healthy body image mind set to you?
“A healthy body image mind set is basically just
focusing on the positive things about yourself
instead of beating yourself up over what you
don’t have.”
If you could go back in time and tell your younger self something, what
would that be?
“To work harder at a younger age. I spent a few
years bullshitting and wish I hadn’t. I also wish I
would’ve worked smarter.”
What has been your favourite ever shoot?
“My favourite shoot has probably been the one I
did for Stylist Magazine.”

came about and I knew it would be an amazing
fit. Their Vice President Roslyn Garner is the
Queen of wanting more for the plus size industry
so she just understood what’s in and what will
work and won’t work.”

I wanted to create my own
collection from the start. I
wanted to learn as much as I
could from other brands and
then turn it in to my own.
I’m able to have full creative
control and I’m learning
something new every day.
It’s an amazing experience

What then inspired you create your own collection?
“I wanted to create my own collection from the
start of this all. I wanted to learn as much as I
could from other brands and then turn it in to
my own. I’m able to have full creative control
and I’m learning something new every day. It’s
an amazing experience.”
What makes your collection perfect for the curvier woman?
“My collection is great for all women. I make sure
to pick fabrics that are 4-way stretch so they
hug the body more and I also am in to oversized
pieces so it fits on more body types.”
If you could pick one piece from your collection to wear every day, what
would it be and why?
“I’d have to pick the Marie dress as a piece I’d
wear every day because it’s super comfy and you
can dress it up with heels or down with sneakers.”
Being a plus size model, how did you feel about doing an interview with
PAPER magazine about bridging the gap between straight and plus size?
“Paper Magazine was probably one of my top
interviews because when I sat down with the
writer, she got me. I could be open and honest
with her and she didn’t try to bullshit the title or
change any words I was saying. We just clicked
and she’s an amazing person who was ahead of
the industry. I think the titled of that story sums
me up. I’m not really “straight size” because I’m
too big for standard sample sizes and I’m not
really “plus size” because I’m borderline 10/12 so
there isn’t really a place to fully put me. Either
way, I want to bridge together whatever “gap”
there may be and just bring product to women
of all sizes.”

How do you prepare yourself for a shoot?
“Preparing myself for a shoot means getting
nails done the day before, shaving everything on
my body (laughs), and making sure I get enough
sleep the night before and going in there super
positive so the shots get taken better and faster.
What inspired you to start blogging in 2010?
“I really began blogging back in 2010 because
I needed something to put my energy in to that
was positive. I don’t really like having a lot of
extra time on my hands.”
You cover everything from fashion to health and lifestyle but what is the
section you’re most passionate about?
“The section I’m most passionate about is
definitely fashion and designing.”
You were denied from FIT because you ‘wasn’t good at drawing’ - how
did you feel when you were approached by Boohoo to design a capsule
collection?
“I was denied from FIT because I couldn’t draw
well and I felt disappointed for maybe the first
5 minutes. I had a gut feeling that I’d be denied
because I knew that wasn’t my strong point,
but I also knew on the contrary of that, I had
strong points. The only way for me to succeed
was to focus on those strong points and that’s
exactly what I did. So I threw all my energy in to
being super good at blogging and made great
connections with companies. Boohoo and I
had worked up a great relationship through
the years of blogging with them and I sort of
one day was like: ‘Hey, we should totally do a
collection together, I think it’d be great.’ It was
a really good feeling and I couldn’t thank them
enough for such a great opportunity.
Ever since, you have worked with Addition Elle on two collections. How
did they come about?
“ Working on 2 collections with Addition Elle was
great. The team there is like family and when I’m
with them it’s always so welcoming. Addition Elle
I think just really saw something different in me.
They reached out to me shortly after boohoo
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I think there’s this
misconception that girls
who are on the smaller end
are happy with themselves
entirely but I have so many
girls who would write me and
say they weren’t happy with
themselves until they saw me
wear something they wouldn’t
dare and they’re half my size.”

Do you think more magazines need to talk about body confidence for all
shapes and sizes?
“ Yes, magazines definitely need to talk about
body confidence of all shapes and sizes. A lot
of brands use only hour glass shaped women
and I think it’s important to showcase all women.
I also think there’s this misconception that girls
who are on the smaller end are happy with
themselves entirely but I have so many girls who
would write me and say they weren’t happy with
themselves until they saw me wear something
they wouldn’t dare and they’re half my size.
Body confidence means everybody. I think it’s
important to focus on that.”
Body
confidence
certainly
does
mean
EVERYBODY, we 100% agree on that! Everyone
should be entitled to body love, and we believe
Nadia and her incredible shoots, words and
mindful designing is helping to create a body
positive world for everybody.
To explore Nadia’s new line, blog, and social media, check out:
Nadiaaboulhosn.com
Bynadiaaboulhosn.com
Instagram: @Nadiaaboulhosn & @Bynadiaaboulhosn
Twitter: @Nadiaaboulhosn
Facebook: Nadia Aboulhosn
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Three
Ways
to Wear a...

Skirt H&M
£17.99
It’s Spring so let the fun in the sun begin!
We are excited about warmer weather,
outdoor brunches, and any reason to wear
sandals so take a look at these 3 looks for
you to start your Spring off right!
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THE LATEST SPRING
BEAUTY NEWS
Duck and Dry Salon
Duck and Dry have opened a new salon close to
Oxford Circus, which is even bigger and better. A
brand well known for their blow dries and updos. The
venue offers a menu of 8 signature blow dries and 8
updos, served by stylists with meticulous attention to
detail, using Duck & Dry’s natural product line. True
to form, guests will leave feeling pampered, after
enjoying the feel-good vibes that the venue brings.

Christophe Robin

Boar Bristle Blow-dry Brush &
Detangling Brush
Created with boar bristles,
which are known to have a
similar structure to our hair
and contain the same keratin
compound, the gentle brush
ensures no damage to the hair.
The bristles follow a traditional
French method where they vary in
length for easy detangling and silky
hair without breaking your strands.
These luxurious brushes use wood
that is sanded and polished by
hand for utmost quality.

Their own product line comes with a variety of quality
products. The Instant TLC Leave-In Conditioner (£17)
is enriched with natural active ingredients such as
honey and coconut oil to encourage the capability
of protein and moisture retention, while vitamin B
and shea butter nourish and strengthen to repair,
condition and control frizz. Results are instant with
hair left healthy looking and hydrated.

£76 & £84

28 Market Place, London, W1W 8AW
020 3489 9370

Odylique 3 in 1 Maca Mask
Green and white mineral clays gently deep cleanse by
drawing out impurities, refining pores and along with organic
Baobab fruit, recharge the skin with vital vitamins and
minerals. Organic and Fairtrade sugar cane and organic
oats gently exfoliate to reveal smooth and polished skin
while organic maca further revitalises the skin with essential
amino acids and minerals. Leaving skin purified, polished
and luminous.

£20

Becca First Light Priming Filter
This primer provides a wakeup for dull and fatigued skin.
It casts a soft luminescence for an instant refreshed
and reinvigorated complexion. Cool light technology
softly disperses light across the face, brightening and
eveningout imperfections with a cool violet hue that
works on most skin tones and types. The formula
is imbued with ingredients that hydrate the skin
such as mineral-rich spring water, prickly
pear flower and sodium hyaluronate.
Energising and reviving the skin, it makes an
excellent base for makeup application.

£32.00

XIP Professional
Pink Satin Blissful Blusher This two shade blusher
is highly pigmented and allows you to build your
colour to the desired intensity to add a healthy
glow to your complexion. With a matte and
shimmer, you can create various looks. £33.00
Platinum Passion Eyeshadow These 12 easily

blended and pigmented shades ranging from
black, silver & copper to peach & gold have
been selected to create a variety of looks; from
day to night, and from subtle to glam. £36.00

Hair Rehab
London Paddle Brush
This paddle brush is specifically
designed for use with hair
extensions. Lightweight and
easy to use, the bristles are soft
and flexible to gently detangle
hair leaving it smooth and
manageable without snagging
extension bonds. Perfect for
gently maintaining your hair
extensions. (£16.99)

Korres

Lavender Blossom Shower Gel and Body Milk

Repcillin Crocodile Oil 83% Skin
Treatment

Korres introduces its new Lavender Blossom
Collection, a delightful and with an invigorating
lavender and citrus scent to relax the senses.
The soft, moisturising shower gel is perfect for
everyday use. For regular hydration and supple
skin, wheat proteins form a protective film
on the skin to retain moisture. The nourishing
body milk is suffused with vitamins and trace
elements, essential skin energy boosting agents
that smooth, soften and replenish dry skin.

Targeted at dry, damaged, flaky and
ultra-sensitive skin, this crocodile oil
is a highly penetrating and intensely
soothing skin treatment product. The
crocodile oil triggers the body’s essential
healing process and is designed to
reduce epidermal irritation. Combined
with argan oil and vitamin E it is ideal
for people with eczema and who are
exposed to harsh climate conditions.

£8-£10

(£65)

SheaMoisture Raw Shea and Cupuacu Frizz Defense Range

Clarins Hydra Essential Range

Best selling US cult brand SheaMoisture has announced the launch of their
brand new frizz fighting range, Raw Shea and Cupuacu, which is available
to purchase in the UK on the high street for the first time. Our hair confronts
environmental pollutants daily, which can leave hair feeling dull, dry and
brittle. This cruelty free, vegan range contains natural ingredients that
cleanse and smooth hair while protecting it against harmful environmental
factors such as humidity. The nourishing products contain key ingredients
for strengthened and protected hair: raw shea butter to deeply moisturise;
Amazonia cupuacu to defend against free radicals; passiflora oil is an
emollient rich in vitamin C to nourish and protect; and pistachio oil stimulates
hair growth whilst strengthening strands and improving flexibility.

Clarins introduces its brand new Hydra Essential range targeting dull and dehydrated skin
to quench from within, having identified a new dehydration factor – the sudden changes
in temperature we are exposed to on a daily basis. The range adds organic leaf of life, a
plant that manages to remain full of water despite the sudden changes in temperature.
The extract powers the skin’s natural hydration by boosting production of water retaining
molecules like hyaluronic acid. By enabling the skin to restore its own water reserves,
your skin regains optimum moisture and hydration. Even with increased water retention,
pollution can cause skin to look lifeless and dull as it damages the hydrolipidic film,
weakens the skin and reduces its capacity to retain water. The moisturisers Also include
anti pollution complex to ensure that dullness and signs of discomfort are eradicated.

Prices from £10.99
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Bi Phase Serum £44.00, Silky Cream SPF15 £36.00, Cooling Gel £36.00, Milky
Lotion SPF 15 £36.00
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in the kitchen cooking was about 10 minutes, I originally
thought I don’t have the time to spend hours preparing and
cooking meals, but I was soon proven wrong.

THE
CHALLENGE
Bulimia, binge eating,
over eating, sugar cravings
are just some of the
debilitating issues I’ve
experienced in the last 20
years. I was around 15 years
old when my unhealthy
relationship with food began.
Growing up in a Mediterranean
family, everything was about
food; family gatherings around
the table eating good and
healthy food were the norm.
So why did it all change?
What triggered food
becoming the enemy?
Maya Marshall

O

When an opportunity came to work with Filip Koidis,
Nutritionist, my initial thought was, ‘aren’t nutritionists
just for athletes and celebrities?’ So, over the course
of 5 months, I worked with Filip, who put food plans
together, and mentored and supported me through
this life-changing journey. I quickly realised that his
role as a nutritionist has been paramount in my
attitude towards food and changing my lifestyle.
What’s the role of a Nutritionist?
A “Nutritionist” is responsible for translating
complicated scientific facts in layman terms for the
general public (corporate/government consulting)
or individuals (clinic/clinical setting). A nutritionist
that carries the “RD” status (Registered Dietitian) are
capable of dealing with both healthy and disease
states and are seen both in clinics and hospitals,
explains Filip.
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Filip explains: ‘’Having a deep understanding on what
dietary regimen is required to treat each case is
important but it is not enough. The key to good value
nutrition consulting and successfully improving the life
and health status of a client lies in personalisation. So,
managing to tailor deep-scientific knowledge to a client’s
lifestyle, genetics, biochemistry/physiology etc., and
incrementally building them up to an optimum nutrition
regimen is what makes nutrition consulting effective and
the role of a “nutrition expert” so important.”

ver the years with yoyo diets and fad weight
loss programmes my weight has slowly crept
up and with a recent trip to my GP with a
recurring cold, he sat back in his chair and
said: ‘You need to change your lifestyle, it’s about living
a healthy life’ He explained that our lives are ‘full of daily
stresses and you need your body and immune system
to be in good health’.
When asked about what angle I would use for writing
this article, I thought, there is no angle: it’s from the
heart. It’s my personal experience that one reader
may identify with and realise they aren’t alone. This
is not about being slim, it’s about being healthy, and
it’s not about doing it for someone else. I need to do
this for me.

Each one of us, at some stage
of our lives, is likely to go through a
stress/disease state brought about by
our environment/genetics/lifestyle.
Under a stress/disease-state, the way
our body functions changes in order
to adapt/cope with the stressor and
it also affects the way in which our
body interacts with food. A registered
dietitian has the expertise to consult
and advise you at every stage of your
life in order to help you improve
your health status and help prevent
diseases to which you may/are
pre-disposed to’’

Written by Maya Marshall
with Filip Koidis

First Meeting
Upon my first meeting with Filip we discuss my background,
including my medical history. This was in order for Filip to
gain a better understanding of whom I am and my current
lifestyle. We discussed my current daily routine and eating
routine and habits. It was important to be honest and to
overcome the challenge of telling someone about your bad
eating habits. Filip was not there to make judgements or
to tell you off for making bad food choices - he is there to
guide, support and educate. We discussed how often I went
out for a meal and what kind of takeaways I ate. He made
me consider that if I were to go out or have a takeaway,
what would be the healthier option to have. Filip did a body
analysis which measures your weight and hydration levels
and provides more information about what is going on
internally. This gives him a better understanding of your
body and gives him a starting point for the programme. We
discussed fitness, which again, was hard to admit; I had a
gym membership, but rarely went.
Week 1
After a couple of days of meeting with Filip, I received my
first programme. Initially the many recipes and ingredients
looked a little overwhelming. When my average time spent

My plan was full of food and recipes that I enjoyed. Being
a slightly fussy eater and not eating fish, Filip devised the
plan that combined various healthy meals that were easy
to prepare and cook. He also included options for healthy
breakfasts and lunches for various takeaway restaurants,
which were sometimes the quickest option if I was working
on the go.
The key was preparation and organisation. I found I
was spending a little more time in the kitchen but it was
more enjoyable and I was excited to be preparing the
new recipes Filip put together for me. I was becoming
increasingly aware of what I was eating; paying more
attention to the quantities of food I was consuming. I opted
for more leafy greens, lots of vegetables and combined
nuts with many of my meals, which is something I mentioned
to Filip. The recipes were quick and easy to prepare, but
the key to being successful and realistically able to do it,
was to be organised.
Probiotics
Filip prescribed me a course of probiotics, something I had
limited knowledge of. Upon hearing the many benefits of
probiotics, I started a course of VSL#3. Probiotic literally
means life-promoting and is a term that refers to the friendly
bacteria that live in our digestive tract. Friendly bacteria
help us digest our food and absorb nutrients effectively. In
a sense, we don’t actually digest many components of our
food — the bacteria digest it. Our gut bacteria population,
“flora” is as unique as our fingerprints and good bacteria
can displace bad bacteria and influence our overall health,
metabolism, digestion, and body composition. Gut bacteria
is also involved in immunity and helps to ensure our immune
system doesn’t have a reaction trigger.
Scientific research has shown that a balance of good
bacteria can influence our health, brain and even emotions.
As part of a tailored plan a health expert could target
specific cases of gut bacteria and their side effects in the
following way:
Candidiasis - Bifidobacterium Bifidum
Food intolerance - Bifidobacterium Lactis
Trouble digesting foods rich in the Foodmaps category Lactobacillus Casei
Bloating - Lactobacillus Salivarius
Trouble digesting dairy - Streptococcus Thermophilus
Week 4
Over the course of the next few weeks, I settled more into
a routine and I knew what I was going to make each day.
I increased my amount of exercise by walking home (2
miles) once per week, but that was all. I thought trying to
change too many things all at once would overwhelm me.
I had more energy and more bounce. A friend had noticed
that I was more focused and making better choices about
my food. I felt changes happening. There were some days
where I didn’t drink enough water or had a little more dark
chocolate, but I didn’t let that defeat me, I simply just carried
on. One of the key things Filip would tell me; “if you have a
slip up, keep going, don’t wait till the next day to start again”.
If you over indulge at breakfast, have a healthy lunch and
dinner and go for a walk - never punish yourself and don’t
give up!
Follow Up Appointment
I was excited about my 2nd visit with Filip. I had noticed
small changes and wanted to see the exact results. My
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• Mustard seeds
• Walnuts
• Kiwi fruit
Suppressors of Melatonin (The Harvard Nurses study
2010)
• Meat
• Dairy
• Carbs affect sleep latency

‘Early sleepers have a 25%
better response in weight loss
for both psychological and
physiological reasons.’

first week I felt motivated, I was ready for change and I
was happy that I had the support of Filip. I was excited
about spending more time making healthy meals. I knew
that it was going to be a long road, but you have to start
somewhere, right? During the programme, I was allowed
one cheat meal per day, which I feel helped to keep
things balanced, and remind me that this is not a “diet”,
but a lifestyle change.
Challenges
Stress! Stress was one of the challenges of trying to
maintain a healthy lifestyle. Eating healthy and going to
the gym couldn’t be that hard, could it? But for me, it was.
Working long hours and with deadlines on my mind, I
couldn’t cope with so much. Also, I had just started a new
relationship which meant meals and days and evenings
out, how on earth do I keep it together? I felt guilty. As Filip
was so supportive I didn’t want to disappoint him with my
slow progress and secondly, I was letting myself down. I
was doing so well and now I was so consumed with stress
and worry that I wasn’t following my food plan. I pushed
myself the other way and reverted to my old habits. After
weeks of trying to get back into a routine, I finally found the
courage to call Filip and tell him that I’ve lost my way. I don’t
know why it took me so long to make that call or feel so
concerned; Filip reassured me that it was going to be a
challenge but that this should not be something that I allow
to defeat me: ‘Just have an apple tonight after dinner, that’s
all’, he said. ‘Don’t stress and don’t worry, there is nothing
to get overwhelmed about’. ‘Filip’s encouragement and
understanding made me feel like a huge weight had lifted
from my shoulders. That evening, I had a realisation; you
can’t change your life overnight.
How does stress affect people’s weight?
Stressors, whether they are psychological or physiological,
can significantly affect your health status and consequently
your weight or weight management goals. Stress affects
people’s weight in the following ways:
• It interferes with our circadian rhythm (sleep-wake cycle)
therefore affecting our body’s natural rhythm and sleep
quality which both affect weight status.
• It has a negative effect on the bacteria in our stomach
therefore inhibiting nutrient absorption and increasing the
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likelihood of gastrointestinal disturbances: (bloating, reflux,
constipation, diarrhoea, etc.)
• It disturbs rational and mindful thinking so our nutrition
goals become less of a priority and poor mechanistic
habits take over: (binge eating, smoking, drinking etc.).
How can someone maintain a healthy eating plan?
The key to a healthy lifestyle lies in inter-individuality. What
is healthy for one is not necessarily healthy for someone
else. Healthy eating is always relative to the person pursuing
it and it is important that healthy eating goals are realistic
and tailored-to the individual and not based on socially
acceptable rules.
In order to maintain a healthy eating plan, one has to be
open to constantly educating themselves about food and
keen to learn how their body works and interacts with it. It
is important to understand that there is no such thing as
healthy and unhealthy eating; there is just “eating” as part of
a healthy and balanced lifestyle. A healthy lifestyle is realistic
and flexible; therefore “planned deviations” are acceptable,
expected and easy to overcome.
Once you adopt a healthy mind-set, there is no such thing
as post eating/drinking feelings of guilt or remorse. It is a
matter of priority, for example, eating a big meal and your
favourite dessert on Christmas day or any other festive
day is perfectly acceptable as for that instance you are not
prioritising healthy eating, but enjoying those cookies with
your children, following family traditions and enjoying some
wine with your loved ones. Re-arranging your priorities
the day after, when healthy eating goes first for your own
personal reasons will not be a struggle at all.
What factors can contribute to weight gain and an
unhealthy lifestyle?
Weight gain and its consequence obesity is considered
the most complex and multifactorial disease-condition
of our generation. We know for a fact that it is not a
simple matter of calories-in, calories-out as contributing
factors range from differences in our gut flora (good/
bad bacteria population in our digestive tract), to
environmental factors, food accessibility, nutrition
education, physical activity, genetics, disease state,
psychological state and many more.

In the western world (mostly) we live in a so called
“obesogenic environment“ where from the moment we
wake up there are countless triggers that could lead to
an unhealthy lifestyle’ such as the advertising of unhealthy
food, the pseudo-healthy world of social media, lack of
physical activity stimuli and an abundant access to cheap,
unhealthy food.
Food is an energy source that keeps us alive and
nourishes our body; we were built to hunt and gather,
go through prolonged periods without it, eat when
our environment would offer it - at the right place
and right time and of course celebrate it. Since all
the above factors have changed, we now eat for a
plethora of reasons other than ‘survival’: to fill a feeling
of emptiness, out of boredom or habit, due to social
norms and traditions, socialising and even as a way of
punishment or celebration.
How important is sleep for a healthy lifestyle?
A good night’s sleep is a definite priority when it comes to
weight management, a factor which is often overlooked.
Chrononutrition examines how the regularity, frequency,
and clock time of meals affects the body’s internal clock
and cardiometabolic outcomes.
Facts about Sleep
• 1 in 3 adults suffer symptoms of insomnia
[Epidemiological study, Sleep Medical Review 2002]
• Good sleep makes your immune system 3-5 times
more resistant to the common cold compared to poor
sleep. [Cochen et al, Archives of Internal Medicine 2009]
• Optimal amount of sleep/night required for longevity:
7h/night [JACC study 2009]
• Research has shown that there is a good correlation
between regular good sleep (6-8/hours) and healthy
weight status
Natural Food Sources of Melatonin - the hormone that
regulates sleep. Including these food groups in your diet
may improve the quality of your sleep:
• Goji berries
• Raspberries
• Almonds
• Tart/Sour Cherries (raw, not sweet/sweetened)

There have been several small-scale studies comparing
2 groups of equicaloric daily consumption, which suggest
the group consuming 70% of its energy in the evening
vs morning resulted in weight gain & some hormonal
imbalances. Of course, it depends on the macronutrients
consumed but timing of the day and meal consumption
is a major issue with today’s (Westernised) society, and
eating late at night should be avoided.
Exercise
Exercise has always been a huge challenge for me.
Having joined countless gyms but going maybe once or
twice, I never found anything that motivated me to go and
plod on the treadmill for an hour each day. I was envious
of the people who would skip into the gym and take it in
their stride. What I realised, is that everyone is different,
some people are runners, some are not. It’s important
not to compare yourself to others when embarking on
a new exercise regime. Exercise is not just confined to
the gym as group exercises are now very popular, and
even trying a class outside, in summer or in parks which
are always bustling with various group training are very
motivating. Dance classes are fun, and you can go with
friends. Even just a simple walk down the high street or in
the park is better than doing nothing. There is definitely
something for everyone.
Conclusion
When you have been eating and living a certain way for
years, it takes time to undo those habits. Over the past
few months I learnt that education, understanding your
body, cultivating the support around you and being in
the right frame of mind is hugely imperative for change.
It’s important to educate yourself about food and what
you eat - your diet doesn’t need to consist of salads and
water. Research foods and their benefits, experiment in
the kitchen, incorporate your favourite foods and find
different ways to cook. Remember you don’t need to be
in the kitchen 2 hours a day to eat healthy. Understanding
your body is vital: how are your stress levels, what’s your
sleep pattern, and could there be other problems that
may restrict you from living a healthy lifestyle. Support is
also crucial; having Filip at the end of the phone or going
on a follow up consultation was a huge benefit. Discussing
your progression by reflecting on the challenges and the
positives is also significant and essential for appreciating
how far you have come.
I found Filip’s way of working comforting. When
discussing with him about bad eating habits, lack of
exercise, you can feel judged but there is never any
judgement from Filip. The passion and knowledge Filip
has for nutrition and helping people is extraordinary.
Assisting his clients achieve their goals is paramount.
It’s not only about science, it’s also psychology and
getting an insight into how someone works and Filip has
an amazing ability to understand you and your needs
within the first meeting. Whether it’s weight loss or
finding solutions with hormonal or digestive disorders,
you can be guaranteed that Filip at W1 Nutrition will
change your life for the better.
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Yasuragi
By Johanna Bergström

A unique Japanese spa retreat in
the Stockholm archipelago

Y

asuragi is a unique Japanese spa hotel, which is located
just a short ride outside the city centre of Stockholm, the
beautiful and multifaceted capital of Sweden. The building
itself was once designed by the famous Japanese architect
Yoji Kasajima and has an elongated, organic shape, sort of fusioned
into the landscape and meandering through the barren forest
surroundings. The facilities were initially used as an educational site
for the Swedish national labour union organisation. But was thankfully
(for us spa lovers) eventually transformed into what it is today.
The hotel rooms are furnished in traditional Japanese style and all
feature stunning views of the iconic Stockholm archipelago. It is a
simple, minimalistic interior aesthetic, in natural, Nordic colours, which
instantly makes you remember why and how less can be more. In
the bath-rooms you will find Yasuragi’s own, eco-labelled body care
products, which somehow smell and feel of harmony and balance.
Each and every one of the rooms, from the standard ones and up to the
luxurious Ryokan guest house style suite, becomes the perfect place
to wind down, reflect and enjoy, which are usually the main reasons for
visiting this wonderful place.
At Yasuragi, the Japanese bath is a focal point of your stay. The spa
offers heated indoor and outdoor pools, saunas, steam room and a
cold plunge pool. All facilities are influenced by Japanese heritage
and culture, with details like rounded pool edges, for free energy flow,
and hot plunge pools, referring to the Japanese onsens, hot springs.
At the heart though, and where it all starts, is the traditional ablutions
ceremony, which takes place in the shower areas in the respective
changing rooms for women and men.
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In Japan, ablutions and bathing are two separated notions.
The practical reason for cleansing yourself before a bath
is that, historically, this made it possible for a whole family
to use the same bath water. But the ceremony also has a
deeper meaning. You wash yourself twice, naked. The first
time, it is the outside that is cleansed. The second time you
use circular motions to purify your inside. The more there is
to regret, the darker your conscience, the longer you stick
to your washing. And, as I have heard, in Japan some people
wash, like, forever. Apparently, the only (!) thing that cannot
be washed away during the ablutions ritual is a broken heart.
“Although, I think you may be able to get rid of that too”, says
Alice Lindahl, spa hostess at Yasuragi.
To help guests making the most of their stay at Yasuragi,
there are regular spa introductions taking place several
times a day. Here you get information about the facilities,
the ablutions ritual, activities, restaurants and equipment.
This is very helpful, especially if you are less familiar with the
Japanese culture, and/or it is your first visit at Yasuragi. The
introduction begins and ends with a tone on a traditional,
healing Tibetan singing bowl. And the soft melodic sound,
in combination with the harmonic calm in the spa area,
definitely helps to get into the right, relaxed mood and leave
your worldly worries behind during your stay.

The only thing that
cannot be washed away
during the ablutions
ritual is a broken heart.

After my yoga class I have a lovely, long yoga chat with
Jenni and end up being late for my lunch reservation in
the Teppanyaki restaurant. At Yasuragi though, timing
is not all that important and critical. And I still have
plenty of time to enjoy a wonderfully fresh sushi. I pair
my sushi with water, remembering how Alice, the spa
hostess, encouraged me to drink plenty during my stay:
“as this is a very cleansing environment”. But I glance,
somewhat longingly, at the drinks menu, as I know that
Yasuragi has an exclusive assortment of sake. And even
recently launched their own edition, in collaboration with
a prestigious Japanese brewery.
Straight after lunch I am booked in for a facial in the
treatments area, where you can also have massages
and other body treatments during your stay. My facial is
performed with Abloom Holistic Organic Skincare, whose
products are raw, handmade, using aloe vera juice instead
of water, and pure to a point where you can actually eat
them (which I did try after my treatment).

Yasuragi is a place of simplicity and a place where you can
be yourself. Once you are here, there is no need to perform,
there are no musts or to do-lists and, actually, you hardly
need to bring anything at all for your visit. Because, upon
arrival all guests are presented with a swimsuit, a water
bottle, slippers and a yukata, a traditional Japanese cotton
robe, which is to be worn throughout your entire stay. A
yukata looks the same for women and men and you always
close it with the left side over the right. The quirky shape of
the sleeves allows you to use them as pockets, for those few
items that you may carry around in the spa. These items do
not, however, include your mobile phone, as the Japanese
spa is an area of digital silence.
Other than the beautiful spa area, with its pools, saunas and
resting lounges, Yasuragi also offers various fitness classes
in the Dojo (Japanese for fitness centre). The classes are
adapted to the rest of the concept, with meditation and
yoga as two signature themes. Jenni Enigk, one of the fitness
instructors, explains that Zen meditation is the core of all Dojo
activities. The yoga class which we have just completed is a
Zen inspired version of hatha yoga, which is more mindful,
less physic, than the original. The idea is to wind down, scale
down on performance, and treat yourself to reflective mini
breaks. And hopefully be able to transfer this mindset to your
everyday life afterwards.
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The Abloom facial features, simply spoken, cleansing, two
masks and moisturising. As well as purifying, stimulating
and relaxing massages, to optimise the effects of the
products. It is executed in complete silence, without even
a pouring tap to disturb the quietness. This treatment
is probably one of the most soothing and energising
experiences of my life. And I would be lying to say that I
stayed awake for the whole time.
Quite fresh-faced after my facial, I still have some time
to spend before check out. And I use it for a short walk
through the beautiful Serenity garden, located just next
to the hotel, which has been designed as a space for
reflection and inner discovery.
As I stroll along the winding, irregularly paved paths of the
small park, which have been set up that way according
to traditional Japanese garden principles, my entire
body feels relaxed, cleansed and energised. Whatever it
was that bothered me before my visit, I cannot think of it
anymore. And I suddenly realise that I hardly remember
how to use my cell phone – or why I even needed one in
the first place.
www.yasuragi.se
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Perricone MD Vitamin C
Ester 15 (£104)
This Perricone revolutionary night treatment
promotes the look of brighter, firmer and
smoother skin unveiling a visibly glowing,
radiant complexion.
www.perriconemd.co.uk

Vitamin C Facial Treatment
VITAMIN C + (A.G.E) Advanced Glycation
End products are toxins which we naturally
form, accelerating the ageing process.
C+ is loaded with pure Vitamin C, offering
exceptional anti-ageing care that intensely
repairs and revitalises the skin. The power
of Vitamin C is the perfect solution for

tired skin; using highly active ingredients,
an advanced anti-ageing massage helps
to regenerate the skin, stimulating collagen
synthesis and optimising hydration. This
therapy provides immediate results,
delivering a wonderful relaxing experience
that leaves your skin fresh, luminous
and younger looking.

OBAGI Professional C
Serum 15% (£80)

Tropic Vitamin Toner (£14)
Bursting with organic rose water, aloe vera
and cucumber juices. This instant skin refresher is infused with vitamins and amino
acids, which help to balance pH and reduce
the appearance of pore size. Perfect for all
skin types especially sensitive.

Vitamin C Facial at K West Spa, London
www.k-west.co.uk

Giving maximum daily antioxidant protection; it stimulates collagen production for
firmer, more resilient skin and prevents premature signs of ageing, including fine lines
and wrinkles.

www.tropicskincare.com

Vitamin C
Brighten your complexion and reduce pigmentation with
our top Vitamin C products and treatments.

www.obagi.com

“Since there is a limit to how much Vitamin C the body will
absorb from food, it is important to bypass the body and deliver
this potent nutrient directly to the skin. Applied topically, Vitamin
C benefits the skin by preventing water loss and keeping the skin
moisturised and supple. It promotes elastin and collagen, which are
the main building blocks of the dermis and give the skin strength and
resiliency. It also neutralises damaging free radicals, which can cause
premature ageing, and increases the effectiveness of a topical SPF,
protecting the skin from the sun’s harmful rays.”
Dr Murad Dermatologist and founder of Murad Skincare

Clarins Daily Energizer
Cleansing Gel (£13.50)

Murad Intensive-C Radiance
Peel (£49.50)

VITAL C Hydrating Repair
Crème (£78)

This foaming gel removes all traces of makeup and pollution, leaving your skin detoxified
and blemish-free. Its gentle cleansing base
neutralises the effects of hard water. Your
skin feels cleansed giving you a bright,
luminous complexion.

This at-home peel treats skin in one easy
step with no down time. It’s suitable for all
ethnicities who want to target and correct
hyperpigmentation and boost radiance.
The radiance peel utilises a powerful
combination of glycolic acid, vitamin c,
Indian fig and myrtle extract to brighten,
smooth and hydrate.

This hydrating repair crème contains an
ultra-hydrating vitamin C and anti-oxidant
rich emollient formula that repairs ageing
skin, while promoting healthy cell renewal.

www.clarins.co.uk

OLEHENRIKSEN POWER
Bright 25% Vitamin C
Intensive Treatment (£40)
This treatment has been created to deliver
instant, dramatic results in 3 simple steps.
Featuring a concentrated dose of skinbrightening vitamin C, this system helps
to even skin tone and diminish the look of
fine lines & environmental photo-damage,
while neutralising free radicals. Each step
works in harmony to deeply nourish and
bring radiance to dull complexions with a
combination of botanicals, essential fatty
acids and brightening extracts. Skin is left
re-energised and glowing with youthful
luminosity after just one use.
www.johnlewis.com
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www.murad.co.uk

Crabtree Evelyn Tarocco
Orange, Eucalyptus & Sage
Hand Therapy (£16)
Infused with shea butter, macadamia nut
oil, and extracts of tarocco orange, bitter
orange, eucalyptus and sage, this intensive
cream nourishes skin so it’s noticeably
smoother after each luxurious use.

www.imageskincare.co.uk

Björk & Berries Skin
Awakening C-Serum (£52)

www.crabtree-evelyn.co.uk

This C-serum breathes new life into tired
skin. The serum is supercharged with vitamin
C to bring back a youthful glow, protect
against free radical damage and even out
skin tone. Hyaluronic acid restores optimal
hydration, making this serum ideal for dry or
dull skin. Stable and concentrated vitamin C
is a free radical fighter as one of the most
effective natural antioxidants. It stimulates
collagen and elastin synthesis, brightens
skin tone and boost it with a natural glow for
fresh and firm skin.
www.bjorkandberries.com
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Everything you need to keep well
groomed and looking smart...

By Maya Marshall

BEAUTY
EDITORS
PICK

H

elp prevent hair loss and improve hair strength
with 1.Korres Magnesium & Wheat Proteins Men’s
Shampoo (£9, mankind.co.uk) The multi mineral
combination of calcium, magnesium, manganese
and zinc works to restore energy to the scalp cells thus fortifying
fragile hair from root to end. At the same time, pro vitamin B5
increases hair body and reduces the rate of splitting. Rice and
wheat proteins remarkably enhance elasticity and protect
the hair from breaking. Groom your hair with 2.Label.Men
Grooming Cream (£10.95, lookfantastic.com) a lightweight
cream designed to create natural definition and control. Proteinrich liquorice root and essential oils nourish the hair and scalp,
whilst reducing frizz for a smoother finish. It’s formulated with the
exclusive eleMENts complex, which provides soothing botanicals
to stimulate hair growth.
For the Skin, 3.Bull Dog Oil Control Face Scrub (£5,
perfect for all skin types (including
bulldogskincare.com)
sensetive), contains witch hazel, willow bark and juniper and is
specially formulated with purifying charcoal, to gently exfoliate
and balance the skin. Then soothe the skin with a long lasting
moisturiser 4.RockFace Anti-Ageing Moisturiser (£5.99,
rockface4men.co.uk). Formulated with fucogel, an anionic
polysaccharide which soothes and moisturises skin; five essential
minerals and radish root, a natural anti-bacterial agent, it leaves
skin looking and feeling truly moisturised and hydrated.
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For a smoother shave 5.ClarinsMen Shave Ease Two-in-One Oil
(£22.50, clarins.co.uk) with essential oils of rosemary, eucalyptus
and mint organic drops is ideal for healthy hair growth, whilst the oil
soften stubble to banish razor burn. Alternativly 6. The Real Shaving
Co. Shaving Brush Collection (£9.99, realshaving.com) A double
concentrated, traditional shave cream provides a rich creamy
lather that cushions and lifts bristles away from the skin for ultimate
friction-free shaving, leaving skin feeling supple and conditioned.
Organic cocoa butter and willow bark moisturises and smoothes
the skin helping reduce razor drag.
For men who wear all facial hair styles, stubble and grow beards.
7.Philips OneBlade Electric Groomer (£39.99, boots.com) is a

revolutionary new electric grooming technology. The OneBlade is
designed to trim, edge, and shave any length of hair. The unique shaving
technology integrates a fast moving cutter with a dual protection
system, giving you an efficient and comfortable shave on longer
hairs. Encourage caffine induced healthy growth with 8. ManCave
Blackspice Beard Control (£6.99, boots.com) Formulated with hemp
oil and shea butter for a naturally smooth and controlled finish.
Finish with, 9.Eterno by Vince Camuto Eau de Toilette (£50,
debenhams.com) This masculine scent crafted with fresh top notes
of citrus and mint, Vince Camuto ‘Eterno’ is rounded out by a refined,
peppery mix of bourbon and saffron, and a heart of earthy patchouli
and cedarwood.
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Colour and hairstyle trends for 2017?
I’m not a fan of the word ‘trend’. We live in one of the most
diverse cities in the world. I have clientele from all over
the world and they come to me with so many different
hair ideas and trends. I love having a client first thing in the
morning who comes in and says I want grey ombré with a
wavy midi haircut, then later in the afternoon my client will
want classic glossy highlights with a big bouncy blow-dry.
On the catwalks right now I’m seeing a lot of sleek, classic,
natural cuts and colours, and a lot of wet look styling which
I love.
Colour transformation; what should a client do if they
would like a new hair colour?
Really think about what you want to achieve, be realistic and
always think of the long term effects on the hair. We all have
access to the miracle in a bottle Olaplex which will help
prevent damage but I wouldn’t push the boundaries with
your hair. If you want to go lighter think of it as a process - it
could take up to 3 maybe more appointments; think of the
cost of the process, whether the maintenance once you
reach your goal is in your budget. Ask your stylist for tone
on tone, this will wash out over a few weeks and it will give
you a chance to decide if this is the look for you.

1

What are the things that clients should consider before
having a complete colour change?
Cost, maintenance and the condition of your hair.

h
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We sit down with one of
London’s top hair stylists,
Charlotte Lewis and find out all
about her journey into hairdressing
and what the do’s and don’ts are when
it comes to hair!

By
Maya Marshall &
Charlotte Lewis

Charlotte Lewis,
Art Director at Cobella,
Kensington, London
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2

What are your top tips to keep your hair healthy?
Have an Olaplex treatment every 4 weeks and use a mask
every week and add a little argan or Moroccan oil into the
mask, leave for 15 mins wrapped in a towel and you will
have shiner healthy hair in no time.

3

What are your top tips for keeping your hair colour stay
fresh?
Have a toner and a treatment every 3/4 weeks and use a
heat protector with blow drying, straighten and curling.

I

’ve been in the hair industry since I was 16, starting
my career working for Toni & Guy, where I began as
an assistant. I qualified as a stylist 2 years later in the
Manchester Academy: I had the best intense 6 weeks
training to gain my qualification. Back at the salon in
Chesterfield, Derbyshire I worked for 9 years and gained
experience, taking part in photo shoots and learning new
techniques. I then started a new chapter of my life and
moved to London 4 years ago. It was one of the scariest
but most exciting things I have ever done! I knew I wanted
to step up the excitement in my life and get more creative
in my work. I joined the Cobella team which was a big step,
it’s an amazing salon, we are like one big family and my
colleagues are my best friends and they inspire me every
day. I recently started teaching colour in the salon, I find it
rewarding seeing the girls become more knowledgeable
and understanding what can be a daunting part of our job.
I’ve always been inspired by fashion, I always had books
where I would sit hours drawing and designing clothes,
hair styles, makeup looks: I always loved being creative.
When I was at school work experience came around and
I chose to work one week in a salon and another week in a
boutique clothes store. I knew after the week in the salon
that this was my future. It just felt so easy and natural. And
after school I never looked back.

What other options are there if someone wants to
change their hair colour?
If you’re dark, ask for a sun-kissed look: a few highlights
around the hairline and a few balayage pieces through
mid-length and ends. If you are blonde ask for a root drag
to give you a natural grown out look. Red and copper go
brighter with a tone on tone either as an all over toner or a
few panels to add texture and dimensions.

4

What top beauty products you couldn’t live without?
1. Laura Mercier Silk Crème Oil Free in Suntan
2. Illamasqua Beyond Powder Colour in Epic
3. Kevyn Aucoin The Sculpting Powder in Deep
4. Huda Beauty Liquid Matte in Trophy Wife
5. Morphe Brushes 35 Colour Matte Nature Glow Eye
Shadow Palette
What’s the best way to avoid split ends?
Regular trims between 6/8 weeks, don’t be afraid to tell
your stylist to skim the ends just a few millimetres and you’ll
have long luscious locks in no time!

5

What’s the best beauty advice you have been given?
I have extremely oily skin, and for years I have been using
every product that will make my face appear matte and
then someone said stop using all these crazy products
to remove your skins natural oil. Use products to hydrate
your skin without stripping away too much oil. Exfoliate
every other day. I use a clay and volcanic stimulating mask
and then a hydrating mask and then sleep with bio oil all
over my face. My skin has never been better. Who knew oil
removes oil!
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Colour Care

Natural World Paw Paw &
Quinoa Shampoo & Conditioner

Label M
Protein Spray

PRO:VOKE Touch Of Silver
Colour Care Conditioner

Paul Mitchell Ultimate
Color Repair Mask

(£6) tesco.com

(£14.95) lookfantastic.com

(£2.19) boots.com

(£21.95) paulmitchell.com

Repair & Hydrate

Phil Smith Be Gorgeous SOS
RESCUE Damage-Protection
Shampoo & Conditioner

Olaplex No.3
Hair Perfector

Moroccanoil Intense
Hydrating Mask

Philip B White Truffle Ultra-Rich
Moisturizing Shampoo &
Nourishing & Conditioning Crème

(£2.50) philsmithhair.com

(£32) lookfantastic.com

(£25) feelunique.com

(£69) & (£83) feelunique.com

Philip B
Rejuvenating Oil

Duck & Dry Instant TLC
Leave-In Conditioner

Amla Hair
Remedy

Aquis Long Hair
Towel Lisse Luxe

(£33) cultbeauty.co.uk

(£17) duckanddry.com

(£9) alchemyoils.co.uk

(£35) beautybay.com

Colour
Confidence
Whether you are a sunkissed blonde, ravishing red or a
rich brunette, keep your hair colour fresh, glossy and vibrant
with these top hair products for coloured hair.
Addiction
Hair: Kerry Mather, MUA: Faye Campbell & Sophie Cox, Styling: Desiree Lederer, Photography: Richard Miles
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JOICO Color
Infuse BROWN
Conditioner(£16.50)
lookfantastic.com

Sachajuan Silver Shampoo (£22)
lookfantastic.com
Infuse My. Colour Wash Ruby
(£13.95) boots.com

John Frieda
Brilliant Brunette
Rich Radiance
Shampoo (£6.99)
boots.com

4

7

VIBRANT
REDS

8
10

LOVE
YOUR BODY

12

‘’Take care of your body. It’s the only place you have to live’’

Andrew Barton Age-Defying
Air Brush (£29.99)
argos.co.uk

13
BRILLIANT
BRUNETTES

5

9

11
Shu Uemura Art Of Hair Colour
Lustre - Intense Red (£25)
thehut.com

3

6

JOICO Blonde Life Brightening
Conditioner (£16.50)
lookfantastic.com

Redken Blonde Idol Mask (£23)
redken.co.uk

1

2

BLONDE
AMBITION

14
15
Unwind and pamper yourself from head to toe with our favourite
products to make you feel revitalised and relaxed.

16

18
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1. Essie Return To Retro Limited Edition – Chastity, £7.99 essie.co.uk,
2. Ted Baker White Body Shimmer Souffle, £10 boots.com, 3. Burt’s Bees
Lipstick – Iced Iris, £9.99 burtsbees.co.uk, 4. Tropic Repairing Foot Remedy,
£14 tropicskincare.com, 5. Björk & Berries Gentle and Nourishing Cleansing
Gel Formula, bjorkandberries.com, 6. Paul Mitchell Extra Body Daily Boost,
£16.25 lookfantastic.com, 7. Braun Silk-épil 9 SkinSpa, £179.99 boots.com,
8. Björk & Berries White Forest Exfoliating Hand Wash, bjorkandberries.com,
9. Essie Return To Retro Limited Edition – Prima Bella, £7.99 essie.co.uk,
10. Essie Return To Retro Limited Edition - Flawless, £7.99 essie.co.uk,
11. Soap & Glory The Righteous Butter Creamy Body Wash, £7
soapandglory.com, 12. Phil Smith Be Gorgeous Total Treat Argan Oil
Cream, £4 sainsburys.co.uk,13. Ted Baker White Body Spray, £7 boots.com,
14. Clarins Hand and Nail Treatment Cream, £21 clarins.co.uk, 15. infuse My.
Colour Wash, £13.95 boots.com, 16. Essie Return To Retro Limited Edition
– Sweet Tart, £7.99 essie.co.uk, 17. Essie Return To Retro Limited Edition –
Pure Chiffon, £7.99 essie.co.uk 18. Murad Retinol Youth Renewal Serum £65,
19. Gillette Venus Swirl Flexiball Women’s Razor, £7.99 boots.com

17

19
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Darphin Jasmine
Aromatic Care

L’Occitane Lavender
Foaming Bath
Lavender has calming properties which can
assist with emotional stress. Lavender also
has a soothing effect on nerves and can
relieve nervous tension and depression.
Relax and unwind with L’Occitane Lavender
Foaming Bath

Jasmine can assist with calming
nerves and jasmine oil is also used
as an anti-depressant due to its
uplifting capabilities that produce a
feeling of confidence, optimism and
revitalised energy. Darphin Jasmine
Aromatic Care will revitalise, tone
and restore natural radiance to
your skin.
(£70) Darphin.co.uk

(£20) Uk.loccitane.com

Beating the Blues

Nathalie Bond
Peppermint +
Eucalyptus Body Scrub

Stress, anxiety and depression can often be part of our daily lives. Women are opting
for more natural ways to relieve stress and find balance in their lives. We have some of
the top natural remedies to calm, reduce anxiety and find inner peace.

Orla Kiely Sicilian
Lemon Diffuser

Shearer Cinnamon Spice
Jar Candle
Cinnamon has stimulating properties
that can help fight mental fatigue. Light a
Shearer Cinnamon Spice Jar Candle to
improve your concentration and focus.

Peppermint is the perfect energy
booster: it invigorates the mind and
promotes concentration. Stimulate
clear thinking with Nathalie Bond
Peppermint + Eucalyptus Body Scrub
(£21) Nathaliebond.com

(£8) Shearer-candles.com

Lemon promotes concentration and has
calming and clarifying properties which
can help if you are feeling angry, anxious
or run down. Lemon also has antiviral and
antibacterial properties that fight sore
throats and colds by boosting the body’s
immune system and improving circulation.

Bodhi and Birch Rosemary
chi range
Rosemary improves memory retention and
has stimulating properties that fight physical
exhaustion, headaches and mental fatigue. It
is the perfect morning pick-me-up and can
relieve muscular aches and pains.

(£32) Orlakiely.com/uk

(£18) Bodhiandbirch.com

Breaking Mad
Clarins Eau Dynamisante
Spray this invigorating aroma which moisturises, firms
and tones. Its natural and effective ingredients include
essential oils of lemon, patchouli, petit grain, ginseng
and white tea.

Drawing on her own personal experiences with anxiety, therapist Anna Williamson offers easy to follow,
expert guidance, alongside clinical psychologist, Dr Reetta Newell
(£12.99) bloomsbury.com/uk

(£90) Clarins.co.uk
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THE CURVA
BEAUTY BOOK
BY MAYA MARSHALL

Want to refresh your hair colour or get a new style?
Need your nails done? Want to know who does
the best waxing in town? Here are our top beauty
experts who will keep you looking your very best!

LIMOZ LOGLI HAIR & BEAUTY
Top hair stylist and colour expert Limoz is the owner of Limoz Logli Hair & Beauty.
The salon is based in an exclusive area of Chelsea. With over 17 years in the
industry working with brands like Aveda, Headmasters and working as a stylist on
Vivienne Westwood catwalk shows during London Fashion Week, Limoz is one
of London’s top hair stylists. With his luxury salon opening in 2012, he has gone
from strength to strength working with his own personal clients and working
with top publications like Hello, Brides and You & Your Wedding. His natural and
honest approach has ensured a loyal following of clients including TV and media
celebrities to his salon.
If you are in need of a new colour or new style, Limoz exudes passion, talent
and vision and puts all his energies into every style he creates. Specialising in
balayage and classically beautiful cuts, he creates harmony through his use of
freehand colouring, precision cutting, and his signature blow dries for each and
every client.
Limoz Logli Hair & Beauty Salon, 78A Chelsea Manor Street, London
www.Limozlogli.Com

BROWHAUS
Browhaus is your one-stop brow and lash grooming salon, built for the imageconscious urbanite who demands not just function, but style too. With locations
in Covent Garden, Holborn and Chelsea.
With a large range of lash and brow treatments the Browhaus experts have the
highest technical proficiency and create stunning and fashionable end results.
browhaus.com

THE ORGANIC PHARMACY
IS YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP
FOR YOUR ORGANIC,
NATURAL BEAUTY AND
HEALTH NEEDS.

MINISTRY OF WAXING

THE ORGANIC PHARMACY

With the mantra of hygiene, speed and
quality, makes Ministry of Waxing one of
the best waxing experts in the UK. With
locations throughout London and with a
team of skilled and experienced therapists
you will never need to experience a bad
wax again.

The Organic Pharmacy is your one-stop-shop for your organic, natural beauty
and health needs. With the very first store opened in 2002 in London on Kings
Road by Margo Marrone. Margo’s principles were very simple, the best organic
ingredients, honest expert advice, quality service, incredibly effective products
and a caring environment. She took the idea to her husband Franco whose
design skills and vision turned The Organic Pharmacy into a modern day health
and beauty centre.

They an extensive range of face and
body wax treatments, VIP packages
and a selection of products including
the famous Ingrown Hair Cream, which
every women who experiences, should
own. The Ministry of Waxing experience is
definitely a good one to have!

With stores and stockist all over the world, The Organic Pharmacy is one of
the leaders in holistic beauty and health treatments. The pharmacy has an
extensive range of organic natural skincare and body products, as well as
facial and body treatments. The health treatments range from food intolerance
testing, female health to Infertility solutions. Whether you would like more natural
and organic skincare, experience a luxurious body or face treatment, or seek
advice on Homeopathic remedies, the Organic Pharmacy should be on your
list to visit.

ministryofwaxing.co.uk
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SORBET SALON
Need a Fix Me Quick or Power Mani/Pedi? Look no further
than Sorbet Salon, with three salons based in North London.
The salon offers an extensive range of face, body and nail
treatments.
If you are in a hurry and in need of a quick fix or need an
afternoon of pampering, Sorbet will cater to your every
beauty need!
sorbetsalons.co.uk

Real beauty
is in sight
But 8 in 10 women* still want media and advertising
to show more realistic and diverse beauty. Now.
That’s why Dove has partnered with Be Real,
a movement to change attitudes towards body image.
By signing the Be Real Body Image Pledge,
we promise to continue promoting healthy, diverse
and realistic images of beauty in support of change.

Join us.

Share #PledgeToBeReal

AGNES DOS SANTOS, PERFECT EYELASHES
The lash queen of London Agnes dos Santos wears many hats she is an author, entrepreneur,
trained accountant and self-confessed eyelash extension perfectionist. Agnes gave
up her accountancy career to pursue a dream of doing something she loved, swapped
balancing books for creating perfect eyelashes and hasn’t looked back since. Certified
Master technician, judge and as a qualified international trainer, Agnes has coached many
technicians globally. Her passion for perfection translates into superior eyelash extensions.
Agnes always says “When you do what you love and make it with passion the results are
always perfect”
Her team are professionally trained with years of expertise in eyelash extensions field. The
team are passionate about making a difference in the lives of our clients by boosting their
confidence & helping them feel more beautiful.
agnesdossantos.com
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SORBET SALONS
Quality Beauty Treatments at Affordable Prices

‘ Sorbet Salons provides
affordable beauty
treatments without
compromising on
quality or service.’

WIN

A month’s supply of
ECRU New York Curl
Perfect Range

www.sorbetsalons.co.uk

Sorbet Salons sells itself on the simple premise of providing accessible
treatments and products at convenient locations under one beautiful
brand. Established in 2005 in South Africa, it made its mark globally
through the opening of its first international salon in the heart of London
in 2015 and now there are 4 stores in London.

S

orbet Salons provides affordable
beauty treatments without compromising on quality or service.
With a welcoming environment and
team of knowledgeable and trained
professionals, Sorbet Salons proves
that self-care doesn’t have to come
with a heavy price tag.

• With additional services for men and
under 12s you can make it a fun family
day out!

• Dermalogica facial treatments start
from £50 and include professional
consultation and a ten-minute hand or
foot massage for a full luxury treatment.

The brand new Sorbet Skincare
collection is your comprehensive
solution that suits the demands of your
skin and lifestyle to achieving amazing
skin and up your skincare game. The
collection is comprised of three ranges:

• They also offer a range of customised
skin treatments to treat an array of
skin concerns from anti-ageing or skin
hydration.
• For de-stressing, you can get a relaxing
hand or foot massage from £15 to a
soothing full body hot stone massage at
just £60.
• Up there, down there, or everywhere
Sorbet’s waxing services guarantee a
professional finish starting at £8 for chin
and up to £35 for a Hollywood.
• If you can’t run away to a sunnier land
then fake it with Sorbet’s tanning services
which at £45 include an invigorating
exfoliation for smooth, bronzed skin.
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• For occasions, the Salon offers
treatment packages such as Valentines
and Christmas specials at selected
stores.

• Sorbet Salon Skin – a complete
specialist care solution range developed
specifically for concerned skin; this range
combines essential ingredients to best
soothe and restore the specific needs of
your skin.
• Sorbet Hydro Skin – a hydration range
that targets tired and dehydrated skin;
developed for skin that requires extra
daily nourishment
• Sorbet Age Affect – a gentle yet
effective anti-aging range that combines
the magic of science and nature to
produce a product line specifically
targeting mature skin.

Win a month’s supply of ECRU New York Curl Perfect Range with Curva Magazine.
ECRU New York is a combination of high quality skincare and cosmetic grade ingredients with the performance
of professional haircare. ECRU contain silk proteins which are used in many of the products within the collection as they strengthen
and improve the integrity of the hair, resulting in products that treat and perform. The ECRU range of products include a nourish,
volume and texture range and have products to suit all hair types .
ECRU New York are proud to introduce Curl Perfect, their first collection which enhances and perfects naturally wavy, curly or coily hair.
The results: naturally glorious curls!

To enter, visit Curva magazine’s Instagram Page @Curvamag,
Tag 2 friends and include #curlperfect #curvamag and be in with a chance to win.

SOPWELL HOUSE

For a romantic getaway or a weekend with friends, Sopwell House is the
perfect place to relax, unwind and rejuvenate.

T

Separate from the main hotel building, access to
the exclusive mews suites is through the beautifully
landscaped gardens created by RHS Chelsea and
Hampton Court Palace Flower Show Gold award
winner, Ann-Marie Powell.

his 17th Century Georgian Country House is
set in the beautiful countryside of St Albans,
Hertfordshire and was once home to Prince Louis
of Battenberg in the early 19th century. This luxury
128 bedroom hotel, country club & spa with a range of
restaurants offers a wonderful stay.

The suites are a range of individually designed rooms.
They feature fireplaces, four-poster beds, romantic
double ended in-room baths, private terraces, and
cedar wood spa baths. Guests can relax and unwind in
the exclusive communal garden area and soak away in
the hydropool.

The Cocktail Lounge
The elegant bar is the perfect place to unwind and enjoy
a delicious cocktail before dining in one of the restaurants
or you can simply relax in the friendly atmosphere whist
sampling some of the fine wines on the drinks menu.

The Sopwell House Experience

The Brasserie
The open-plan kitchen is the hub of the atmospheric and
vibrant dining experience. The layout is perfect for an
intimate dinner with a loved one or with a large group of
friends. The Brasserie head chef Daniel Woosey brings
fresh, seasonal and local produce to the menu and strives
towards a rosette award with his team of young, talented
and enthusiastic chefs.
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The Mew Suites at Sopwell House

Images (Clockwise From Top Left)
Sopwell House at Dusk, Evening at the Mews,
Lavander Bedroom, & Lavender Bathroom

From start to finish we had an exceptional stay at
Sopwell House. The staff were friendly, professional
and courteous. We stayed in the Juneberry Mews
Suite, which was uniquely designed and extremely
comfortable and relaxing, giving that home away from
home feel. The attention to detail throughout Sopwell
House is outstanding. Whether you are looking for a
weekend away with a loved one or friends, Sopwell
House offers a truly fantastic stay.
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“A healthy relationship with food to me, is
someone that LOVES food but doesn’t let
it control their lives. Someone that enjoys
food but doesn’t let it dictate their life.”
These are the words of actress and bestselling author,
Mel Wells. Enrolling in performing arts school and landing
a big role on one of the most popular soaps going may
seem like a teenage girl’s dream come true, but for the
ex-Hollyoaks star, who has talked about her past with
eating disorders is now empowering others, the way she
empowered herself, with The Goddess Revolution.
Lifestyle editor Lydia, gets to know Mel and chats about
the all-important book, how show business can affect
body image, and finds out what everyone could gain from
The Goddess Revolution.

At what point did you first decide to write a book
about body love & good relationships with food?
“I had been coaching women for a while on this
and I know it works and changes lives! The book
was a way for me to get it out into the world in a
bigger way.”
We love the title, The Goddess Revolution. How
did you decide on the title?
““Thank you! The original title was actually
‘The Perfect Diet’ – but my publishers decided
I should use the word Goddess – and it feels
like a revolution of women loving their bodies
and quitting diets – so that’s how we came up
with the title!”
As a former actress, do you think your body
image issues escalated being in the acting
industry? If so, what elements of the industry can
cause harm to body image?
“Absolutely – I grew up in front of a mirror in
ballet classes – and in front of the camera. You’re
definitely taught that your appearance matters
above all else. I was always comparing myself
to other girls and feeling inadequate. Every red
carpet event I would starve myself for days
before the event. It was miserable and I was
so self-conscious, even though you probably
couldn’t tell from the outside.”
What does a healthy relationship with food look
like to you?
“When food is just food! Not something to be used
to numb feelings or turn to when you don’t want to
feel a certain way. A healthy relationship with food
to me, is someone that LOVES food but doesn’t
let it control their lives. Someone that enjoys food
but doesn’t let it dictate their life.”
What would be the first step into creating a
healthy relationship with food?
“Throwing away the scales and quitting dieting.
Hands down. Best thing I ever did and the first
thing I tell my Goddesses.”
There are a lot of “inspirations” on Instagram
now that seem to draw in young girls wanting
to change their bodies. Why do you think girls
are so eager to change their looks and morph
into something not necessarily achievable, or
even real?
“Because we live in a world that validates us on
appearance, likes and comments. We have a lot
of work to do in making women know that THEY
ARE NOT THEIR BODIES. They have so much to
give to the world than how they look!”
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How do you think
society should combat
low self-esteem and
eating disorders more
successfully?
“Self-love should be taught
in schools and colleges!
This is a huge dream that
I see becoming reality.”
What can people who
suffer from negative
thoughts surrounding
food and weight expect
to discover in The
Goddess Revolution?
“To be happier than they
ever realised they could
feel in their own skin! To
be at total peace with
food, own all of their
choices, and not turn
to food for the wrong
reasons anymore.”

You have said before that you have
suffered from negative body
image. Was it at all challenging
to write a book that surrounds
what made you feel so
negative in the past?
“Not at all – it is empowering.
I have worked with so many
women now and know this
stuff works. It is a message
that needs to be shared!”
Everyone has down days.
How do you keep negative
thoughts at bay?
“Drown out negative thoughts
in positive affirmations and
words of love. Be your own best
cheerleader!”

“ I grew up in front
of a mirror in ballet
classes – and in front
of the camera. You’re
definitely taught that
your appearance
matters above
all else.”

What is your favourite part of The
Goddess Revolution?
“The stuff right at the start that breaks
down all the limitations of diet and weight
loss culture. That’s my favourite bit I think
because it really wakes people up to the stuff
they’ve been getting brainwashed with.”
Any plans for any further books?
“YES! Book two is in talks… “

We love following you and your positivity that you
spread. What can we all expect from you for the
rest of the year?
“More retreats in Bali, and that second book!”
We at Curva are excited in the news of a possible
second book to get our teeth into, and have
so much admiration for Mel and her love of
empowering others.

The Goddess Revolution book: £8.79
Instagram: @Iammelwells
Twitter: @IAmMelWells

To keep up with Mel and her Goddess Revolution,
and to purchase the book, check out her website:
www.melwells.com.
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Chilli and Sesame
Seed Halloumi Wraps
By Lauren Prior-Smith

A fresh and vibrant little dish to impress
your friends and ring in Spring with loads of
flavour and colour.
(Suitable for vegetarians, does contain nuts)

Ingredients
ººº
250g Halloumi
Plain Flour
100g Sesame Seeds
2 Free Range Eggs, beaten
2 Tsp Chilli Flakes
Corn Tortilla Wraps
Fresh Salad Leaves
1 Small Pomegranate
3 Tsp Local Honey
1 Tsp Cracked Black Pepper
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Olive Oil

Method
1. Cut the halloumi into chunks, making sure all
are a similar size to cook evenly.
2. Lay out 4 bowls. The first put the flour in,

second the beaten egg, third put the sesame
seeds, pepper and chilli flakes in and the forth
leave to put the sesame seeded halloumi on.

3 Dip the halloumi in the flour and tap off the
excess. Then dip in the egg and finally in the
sesame seeds.

4. Fry the halloumi in a small amount of olive oil
until golden brown.
5. Assemble the wrap by adding salad a few
chunks of halloumi, pomegranate and lastly
drizzle with honey.

6. Serve hot on a big board, so everyone can dig in.
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BOARDING HAPPINESS:
STAYCATION
By Madi Carmichael

ant the vacation, but without the cost?
Sometimes a traditional vacation isn’t
on the cards, especially with flights,
accommodation, food, and transportation;
things start to add up! But even if money isn’t
the issue, sometimes our work or health
can stop us from being able to set off for a
global adventure. So, this year why not take
the vacation to your own backyard? Here
are some ideas for making this staycation
the best getaway yet...

W

1. Set some rules
What are you wanting to gain from this
time? Do you want a technology break?
Need a rest from the cleaning or laundr y ?
Be sure to treat this as a true vacation,
even if you are still at home! If you were
out of town you would not be worr ying
about your daily chores, so be sure not to
worry about it at home either!
2. Plan some activities
Just like a real vacation, your staycation
needs some planning as well! Remember
that cooking class you have always
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It’s vital to take care of our mental selves, and
especially nowadays we often forget to take
some time to recharge our batteries.

wanted to take? Well now is the time to do
it! How about going to that art museum
that none of your friends ever want to go
to? Maybe if you don’ t have a whole week ,
set aside a day to relax or go to the spa!
Or tr y out some things you just never think
about , like paintballing, bowling, lasertag or maybe even join a city scavenger
hunt game - the possibilities are endless!
Your staycation can be as relaxing or as
adventurous as you desire! So, do some
research and check out ALL the events

The most important thing to remember is that
even though staying home may not be the vacation
you wanted, it may be the one you needed

that are happening near to you! Even if it
sounds a little crazy or something that is
normally out of your comfort zone– Go for
it! You’d be surprised how much your town
can have to offer.
3. Choose your attitude
The most important thing to remember is
that even though staying home may not be
the vacation you wanted, it may be the one
you needed (Whether that be financially or
emotionally). It’s vital to take care of our

mental selves, and especially nowadays we
often forget to take some time to recharge
our batteries. So, whether you only have
time for a one-day movie marathon, or
you have a whole week set aside for that
camping trip you’ve always wanted to take,
no matter the location or the time, if you
choose to enjoy your staycation, then YOU
WILL! It’s as simple as that!
When it comes to a staycation, the first
word that should come to mind is freedom,
freedom to do what you want to do!
Personally, my favourite thing to do is to
have a Lord of the Rings movie marathon
and buy a bunch of cheap facial masks
from a local store, so feel free to copy my
perfect day or start researching things on
your own! Maybe for you, it’s taking some
time to start a new hobby or to catch up
on some sleep. The opportunities are
limitless, and better yet , the costs are low!
Because sometimes when you’re boarding
happiness, staying home can end up being
the best trip of all. •
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Arts &
Culture
MUSIC
TOP PICK: Incubus 8
After 6 long years, Cali alt and funk rock
band Incubus are back with their eighth
studio album: “8”. With Skrillex rumoured to
have collabed, and a lovely leak of one of
the new singles: “Nimble Bastard”, 8 looks
to be an album for the summer, full of funk
and metal, which has been missed by many.
Incubus will also be touring across the US
with fellow alt rockers Jimmy Eat World.

Release: April 21st

FILM

Michelle Branch
Hopeless Romantic

Jamiroquai
Automation

After a very long 14 years,
the “All You Wanted” singer
Michelle Branch is back with
her new album: “Hopeless
Romantic”. The third album
under her belt, Michelle
who has starred in Buffy
The Vampire Slayer, and
Charmed, teamed up with
fellow singer-songwriter
Jessica Harp to create: “The
Wreckers”, along with lots
of writing, recording, and
making her big comeback.

Brit funk and acid jazz band
Jamiroquai are set to return
after a 7 year wait with their new
album “Automation”. Frontman
Jay Kay mentioned in a press
release that: “The inspiration for
Automaton is in recognition of
the rise of artificial intelligence
and technology in our world
today”. Automation, which
is the eighth album by the
London band, marks their 25th
anniversary and a reminder that
acid jazz is still going strong.

Release: April 7th 2017

Release: March 31st 2017
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Chainsmokers

Memories: Do Not Open

Maximo Park
Risk To Exist

American DJ duo
Chainsmokers have finally
spoken and are set to
release a debut studio
album, after releasing “Paris”
last January. Best known
for their extremely catchy
songs “#Selfie”, and “Closer”,
Chainsmokers will also be
touring under the same
album name across the US.

Geordie indie-electro rock
band Maximo Park are set
to release their sixth studio
album this April under
the name: “Risk To Exist”.
The band, whose first two
albums went gold here in
the UK, are best known for
their lowly lyrics and catchy
riffs, and are a major name
in the indie world.

Release: April 7th 2017

Release: April 21st 2017

What are you listening to this spring? Tweet us @curvamag

TOP PICK: Table 19

Their Finest

Going In Style

To boost the morale of
during WWII, film crew
Catrin (Gemma Arterton),
Tom (Sam Claflin), and
uncle Frank (Bill Nighy),
create a propaganda
film after the Blitzkrieg.
Directed by Lone Scherfig.

Directed by Scrubs star Zach
Braff, and starring Morgan
Freeman, Michael Caine,
and Alan Arkin, three seniors
fed up with living on social
welfare so decide to sort out
their lives & rob bank… with
no experience or guns.

Release: April 21st 2017

Release: April 7th 2017

Lisa Kudrow, Anna Kendrick and Rya Meyers star in Table
19 as the singletons at the wedding, shoved on the table at
the back. Ex-maid of honor Eloise (Anna Kendrick) learns a
thing or two about love and friendship, at the dreaded tale 19.
Directed by Jeffrey Blitz.
Release: April 7th 2017

The Circle
Based on the novel by
Dave Eggers, Mae Holland
(Emma Watson), lands
her dream job at one of
the biggest, and powerful
tech and social media
companies in the world,
run by Eamon Bailey (Tom
Hanks). However, her
dream job soon becomes
something much more
different, as the company
push Mae and her ethics to
the limit in order to establish
their disturbing agenda.
Release: April 28th 2017

Guardians Of The
Galaxy Volume 2
Chris Pratt, Vin Diesel,
Sylvester Stallone and
Karen Gillan star in the
sequel to the massive
Guardians of the Galaxy,
based on the comic
by Dan Abnett, and
Andy Lanning. The team
continue their adventures,
and must discover the
true parentage of Peter
Quill, with some classic
characters coming to the
heroes’ side.
Release: April 28th 2017
CURVA
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Zodiac Predictions
With Manish
May 2017

Manish Kumar Arora
91-98710620000
K.p. Astrologer, Numerologist, Tarot
Card Reader and Vastu Consultant
Facebook @manishastroconsultant
manishastrologer@rediffmail.com
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Aries ( 21 March – 19 April )

Leo ( 23 July – 22 August )

Sagittarius ( 22 November - 21 December )

You will be motivated by exciting plans with the support
of friends or family, on whom you can count to bring your
projects to fruition. It will be a time when you will be listened
to and heard by your friends. You will have considerable
assets for coming together around a real desire to share and
assuage your sensuality, which will currently be explosive.
However focus more on the serious and being pragmatic,
rather than on a tendency to exaggerate and demand more
than people appear ready to give you.

You’ll be worried about your finances and your doubts and
sense of vulnerability will be increased by a persistent feeling
of precariousness, but one which will tend to dissipate. Drained
by an emotional crisis, however, this is a month when you will be
able to come up with constructive answers at work and within
the family after 21st May. It will encourage you to broaden your
horizons, stand above things and raise the level of debate.
Beware of making blunders, flailing around to no avail, or other
misunderstandings which could cause you problems!

There will be a difficult gap to bridge between your longterm view of your future and the reality of your finances and
when you will come up against opposition and management
difficulties. You will be all the more appreciative of the backing
of those who will support you through thick and thin, offering
you valuable advice and listening attentively. You will have a
tendency to get ideas into your head, which won’t be borne out
by reality. You can count on lasting agreements to set things
back in motion and steer your vessel wherever you want.

Favorable Dates : May 3, 6, 12, 15, 21, 24
Favorable Colors : White & Purple

Favorable Dates : May 2, 5, 11, 14, 20, 23
Favorable Colors : Grey & Blue

Favorable Dates : May 3, 5, 12, 15, 21, 23
Favorable Colors : Red & White

Taurus (20 April – 20 May)

Virgo ( 23 August – 22 September )

Capricorn ( 22 December – 19 January )

Your ambitions are in the process of being realised and
your horizons will be clearer. This month will involve you
communicating with all and sundry, but also being flexible.
You will also be keener on looking after your love-life. You
will also link up with people who will join your clan and
could integrate into your world for the long term. You will
aspire to widen your horizons and realise your dreams, but
negotiations underway in high places will have a tendency
to bring you back down to earth with a nasty bump.

This period will serve your interests well and encourage you to
replenish your coffers or ask for promotion or a rise with your longterm vision and the will to repair the damage on the family front, to
make exchanges with those around you more harmonious. You
will start to lay down the foundations of a life which will be more
in tune with your ideals and more financially secure. You will be
able to count on consensual insight to come up with purposeful
solutions up. You will manage to break the deadlock by being
doubly enthusiastic and efficient in your everyday life.

Community connections and groups are vying for your time
and attention. After mid-month, partners step up to assist you
on your journey. You will succeed in stabilising your emotions.
It will help you out of relative isolation, to communicate
your feelings and express your doubts, trying to open up a
constructive dialogue and keep it open with those you love.
You will be given proof of love and feel appreciated and
respected. Setting your intention toward a goal is half the
challenge…the rest is supporting it with your intuitive hits.

Favorable Dates : May 3, 8, 12, 17, 21, 26
Favorable Colors : Red & Yellow

Favorable Dates : May 1, 2, 10, 11, 19, 20
Favorable Colors : Red & White

Favorable Dates : May 1, 2, 12, 13, 19, 20
Favorable Colors : Grey & White

Gemini (21 May – 20 June)

Libra ( 23 September – 22 October )

Aquarius ( 20 January – 18 February )

Your ambitions will be hampered by an adversary, who will
remain nameless, but will stand in your way and spread rumours
about you. Fortunately, you will manage to stay in control of the
situation by relying on your intuition or falling back on your inner
resources. You will succeed in disarming people, when tensions
will mount and exchanges will become tense. Love will play
tricks, but you will end up triumphing over difficulties, especially
in raising the level of debate. In the last week, things will pick up
and your plans will take off.

Some great prospects of success will come for you to make
the most by opening up dialogue and focusing on your original
approach. This month will place you centre-stage and highlight
your potential. You will be radiant and should be able to profit from
your increasing personal magnetism to move your pieces around
the chessboard. This will be a time when you will demonstrate your
abilities as a skilful negotiator for getting out of a crisis situation or
boosting your financial interests. It should give some sense to your
quest and help you end the month on a smooth note.

This month will highlight your way ahead and free up some
space for dreaming, pointing you on the route to an inspiring
future, which you will want to shape in your own way. The
challenge is responding with what you know and letting others
contribute, rather than going solo. The information you need
will surface by the end of the month. You may crave additional
quiet time to wind down and relax. In your love-life, commitment
will also be the order of the day. Watch burning the candle at
both ends once you meet that special someone.

Favorable Dates : May 2, 4, 11, 13, 20, 22
Favorable Colors : Red & Grey

Favorable Dates : May 1, 2, 10, 11, 19, 20
Favorable Colors : Green & Blue

Favorable Dates : May 2, 4, 11, 13, 20, 22
Favorable Colors : Purple & Blue

Cancer (21 June – 22 July)

Scorpio ( 23 October – 21 November )

Pisces ( 19 February – 20 March )

You could spend this month on the edge of hot passion and
respond voluptuously to the exciting temperature ups and
downs, which will give you a lift throughout and could transport
you delightfully to seventh heaven. Your other half should respond
favourably to your expectations unless family quarrels have
really affected your close relationship. You should make haste
to build bridges between you and exert your charm to restore
a feeling of togetherness. If you are single, you will expend lots
of energy on pushing yourself forward and attracting attention.

This month will favour and encourage dialogue and
agreements. This will be worth exploiting on all fronts,
both at home and at work, to head the current in the right
direction, one which will be right for you! It will be a period
when you will succeed in calming family conflicts. It will be
a time when you will focus on goodwill, which has been tried
and tested, and an innate sense of negotiation to turn the
corner and reverse the trend in your own direction. Your
perseverance could bear fruit soon.

You will be focused on your ambitions and keen to realise
them. You will be able to count on your popularity, creative
flair and ability to rally support now, in order to give full
rein to your dreams. You’ll benefit from valuable help to
improve your life and keep things running smoothly. Love
will essentially be on the agenda in all discussions to make.
You may ask yourself instead where your commitments are
leading you, how you want to see your relationship develop,
or to test whether you really want to forge a lasting one.

Favorable Dates : May 3, 4, 12, 13, 21, 22
Favorable Colors : Red & Blue

Favorable Dates : May 3, 4, 12, 13, 21, 22
Favorable Colors : Red & Blue

Favorable Dates : May 6, 7, 15, 16, 24, 25
Favorable Colors : White & Blue
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Thai Silk
Review

Thai Silk, 94-95 Isabella Street
Southwark, SE1 8DA
T: 020 7928 5111
www.thai-silk.co.uk

‘My Favourite
Thai Restaurant
in London’

Review by
Fabiana Delcanton

Yet another place to explore in the heart of London, the buzzing
Thai Silk is just off Southwark station, easy to find, and a great
place to kill that Thai food craving whilst enjoying some good pop
music. The restaurant has an amazing bar/dance floor area where
they serve delicious cocktails. Friday nights are super busy with
people ready to have a great time, with the possibility of some
yummy Thai food right there!

W

e went for the full starter,
main and dessert because
everything was too delicious to have
to pick between and because, well,
why not?
For starters, we cannot recommend
the stuffed chicken wings enough.
Yes, you heard me, stuffed chicken
wings. Very intriguing! So crispy, tasty
and the stuffing is delicious. I also tried
the satay prawns that came with the
BEST peanut sauce I have yet tried
and that’s not an overstatement. Third
starter (yes, we went for it) were the
spring rolls; it’s just a classic must eat
at a Thai and really hit the spot. All
these starters were accompanied
by a little square of crispy noodle - its
super original and sweet and goes
great with the saltiness of the rest.
They also came with a tasty yet simple
vinaigrette, so I had plenty to dip in.
For mains, please please do not
miss out on the “Moo Yang”, which is
a char-grilled pork dish marinated
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in Thai herbs; juicy bits lazily sat
there, not knowing they were
the best part of the whole meal
. Second tasting was the green
curry which was creamy, dark and
intense with a perfect kick.I like
my curry with a bit of spice so it
was perfect for me. The sticky rice
on the side came in a little basket
which I thought was a lovely touch.
For this and final main, we tried
the “Phad Cee – Eaw”, translating
into chicken stir fry. You can’t go
wrong with a stir fry, although they
can sometimes be greasy and
covered in fat. This one however
was delicious and felt what I’d say
the perfect craving killer. Last but
not least, the dessert - The apple
fritter with ice cream is deliciously
sweet, with a homemade feel and
just about put the cherry on the pie!
I fully recommend Thai silk,
especially if you like a pre or post
dinner drink and enjoy a good
dance. Go see it for yourself!•
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